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they can be converted to defense work.

The Labor Division revealed that surveys

Week in Defense
After a period marked by readjust

already had been made in six cities to
prepare for readjustments in employ
ment which will be necessary because of
the cut in refrigerator manufacture.
The National Defense Mediation Board
Settled the war bonus dispute In the

ments to giiarantee the essentials of
civilian life, the OfQce for Emergency
Management last week intensified its ef

liveries on the Atlantic Coast. For in
dividual States the amount deliverable is
expressed in various percentages of the
May-July 1941 average; for individual

forts to supply more of the vital indus

accounts within each State the amount is

and wage issues at the American Brake

trial materials to defense.

expressed In pecentages of October 1940

Shoe and Foundry Company, in both

The Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board, taking a long-term view of the

deliveries.

cases subject to ratification. Workers
of the Consolidated Aircraft Corporation
rejected an agreement reached before
the Board between representatives of the
union and management.

emergency,

approved

a

10,000.000-ton

Ceiling on wood alcohol

shipping industry and the union shop

expansion in annual steel capacity even
though the construction will require
1.3 percent of present steel production
for the next two years. OPM officials
began preparing requests to Federal
financing agencies for funds, and an

out of line with the synthetic product.
OPA also included copper and nickel

Auto dealers urged

nounced that OPM had previously ap

silver in an amended brass mill scrap
price schedule; set maximum prices on
all grades of paperboard sold east of the
Rockies; announced that top prices of
aluminum scrap would be cut November

to prevent inflation

proved projects for nearly 3.000.000 tons
of the amount.

Refrigerator production cut
To conserve steel, aluminum, brass,
chromium, copper, nickel, iron, tin, zinc,
mica, neoprene and rubber, the Prior
ities Division ordered domestic mechani

cal refrigerator production for August
through December cut 43.2 percent below
average monthly factory sales in the

12 months ended June 30, 1941, The
order was based on recommendations of
the Civilian Supply Division.

Copper scrap and all lead were put
under full priority control. An

A-9

rating was given to "merchant steel"
products for certain Jobbers and hardf ware stores, some of which supply de
fense projects. The Priorities Division
served notice that regulations do not

permit a manufacturer to extend a pref
erence rating from a defense order if

his Inventory is big enough to furnish the

Continuing to tighten control of In
dustrial chemicals, the Office of Price

Administration placed a ceiling on prices
of methanol from wood, which had got

I to match a reduction in the price of
virgin metal, that maximums for carbon
and low-alloy steel castings would be

established at or below current levels,
and that all iron and steel products sold
through Jobbers, dealers and distributors
would be placed under a celling.

Carded cotton yarn prices

Automobile dealers, by self-regulation
of their prices for new and used cars, can
play an important part in preventing in
flation, Cyrus McCormick, price executive
of the automobile and truck section,
OPA, said September 30 In a speech be
fore the Los Angeles Motor Car Dealers'
Association at the Los Angeles Blltmore
Hotel. Los Angeles.

"I cannot say this too strongly—if the

automobile industry does not develop
be any need for any price ceilings as ap
plied to the automobile industry." Mr.
McCormick said. "The same is true for

all Industries. Where inflationary ten
dencies develop, OPA will be prepared to

known to be in the United States; estab take action and that quickly."
lished maximums for all the ordinary
★

commercial carded cotton yarns, keyed

to the market price of "spot" raw cotton;
and modified the system of reporting on
rayon grey goods sales to avoid giving
away the secrets of new weaves.

working minimum.

Price Administrator Henderson pointed
out to manufacturers, wholesalers, and

A key to progress in production was
furnished in OPM's announcement that
military aircraft manufacturers delivered
In September 1,914 planes—anIncrease of
60 over August and of 454 over July.
On the recommendation of the Pe
troleum Coordinator, the Priorities Divi
sion issued for October a new formula for
a 10 percent over-all cut in gasoline de

★

*

inflationary tendencies, there will never

In other actions, OPA obtained agree
ment from major producers of furniture
upholstery fabric to stabilize prices until
November 10 at September 10 levels; put
a ceiling on prices of all types of silk

necessary materials and still leave a

1,914 planesin September

★

retailers that increased prices to con
sumers because of the new Federal manu
facturers' excise taxes "should in no case
reflect more than the actual dollar
amount of the manufacturer's total
excise tax."

The Contract Distribution Division
meanwhile planned a "flying squadron"

of engineers to visit plants threatened
with priority unemployment and see if

OFFICIAL Bt^liLBTTN of the Office for Emergency

Management. Published weekly by the Division of
Information. OfQce for Emergency Management, and

printed at the United States Oovei'oment Printing
Office, Washington. D. C.

*

*

Health directors of republics
coming to U. S. conference
Public health directors from the Amer
ican republics have been Invited to attend
the annual conference of the American
Public Health Association at Atlantic
City, N. J., October 14 to 17, as guests
of the United States Government, It was
announced October 3 by Nelson A. Rocke

feller, Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.

Heads of the national departments of
public health or their representatives
from all 20 of the other American Re
publics have Indicated they will attend.

Subscription rates by mall: 75« for 5a Issues; 25(
for 13 lasues: stngle copies 6«. payable In advance.

Remit money order payable directly to the Superin
tendent of Documents, Government Printing OCQce,
Washington, D. C.

★
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SPAB accepts 10,000,000-ton steel increase

urged by Hauck; 0PM to ask funds
The Office of Production Management
took Immediate steps October 2 to carry

out the previous day's decision by the

independent of eastern mills for its steel
alloy steels for aircraft, tanks and tools; supply. Coupled with this finding was
ordinary steel plate for ships, freight a statement that steel companies have
cars, and boilers; armor plate for tanks, proposed 1,885.000 tons of additional

Supply Priorities and Allocations Board
that a further 10,000,000-ton expansion
of the Nation's annual steel-making ca
pacity is desirable.

OPM officials began preparing requests
to Federal financing agencies for funds
to carry out specific projects that will be
Included in the expansion. Announce

ments as to individual projects approved
wUl be made as they are submitted to
the financing agencies.

SPAB acted after considering a report

prepared by W. A. Hauck. OPM steel
consultant. The Hauck report recom

mended that a 10.000.000-ton expansion

ships, gun mounts, helmets, and planes;
and Bessemer steel, which can be made
with a minimum of iron and steel scrap,
to offset a shortage of scrap.

Further needs are in sight, the re

port continued, and the remainder of
the 10,000,000-ton expansion can be as
signed to good advantage.

Steel companies have already sub
mitted definite proposals for expansion

of capacity by 13.118,768 tons, most of
which would require Government financ

ing. Additional definite proposals run
ning the total to 15,000,000 tons and
more will be submitted by the companies

should be xindertaken immediately and

shortly.

that an additional 5.000.000-ton expan

Some financing already arranged

sion should be undertaken to the extent
that may be found practicable. SPAB
decided that, at this time, it would only

give approval forthe 10,000,000-ton goal.
Long*^term defense
Details of the Hauck report were made
public October 2. It said that an expan
sion of 10,000,000 tons should be started
immediately to meet specific existing
needs and that it is reasonable to assume

that substantial additional capacity will
be required "Inasmuch as demands are
still constantly increasing."

"Our defense effort should be consid
ered as of long term duration rather than
short terms," the report said.

Steel required to build the new capac

ity must be obtained by a corresponding
reduction in steel available for civilian
uses while the construction is under way,

it was pointed out, but this will be re
turned many times over during subse

quent years. The report said that 1.3
percent of the present capacity of the
industry must be set aside during each
of the next 2 years to build 10,000,000
tons of additional capacity.

Of the 10,000,000 tons of additional

ingot capacity recommended without
qualification, almost 3,000,000 tons have
been approved previously and specifically

Financing has already been arranged
or recommended for 2,861,200 tons and,
from the other proposals pending and
to be submitted, the OPM will select ad
ditional projects and recommend them
to Federal financing agencies as rapidly
as possible.

Hauck estimated that it will cost up

to $1,250,000,000 to increase capacity by
10,000.000 tons and at least $750,000,000
more for a further increase of 6,000,000
tons. In both cases, practically all of
the money must be provided by Govern
ment financing.

Cost can be reduced and earlier pro
duction assured, the report said, by ex

panding facilities in existing plants
wherever feasible. A flexible plan must
be found promptly, it continued, to
finance such projects in a manner recog

capacity in that area, including a new

Integrated plant proposed by the Beth
lehem Steel Company at Los Angeles and
another new integi-ated plant proposed
by the Columbia Steel Co.. a subsidiary
of the United States Steel Corporation,
at Pittsburg, Calif., near San Francisco.
To supply pig ivon for the Pittsburg
plant and other West Coast facilities,
three blast furnaces are contemplated by
Columbia Steel at Provo, Utah.
Additional capacity on the West Coast

can be obtained, the report said, if the
necessary raw materials—such as iron
ore and coking coal—can be provided.
Possibilities are being investigated.
Tlie capacity proposed on the West
Coast is part of the 13.118.768 of definite
expansion proposals already submitted
to OPM by the steel companies.

Steel ingot capacity as of June 30,1941,
was 86,143.700 tons. It is estimated that
upon the completion of 3,028,948 tons
now under way and not included in the

expansion program under consideration,
ingot capacity will be approximately
89,000,000 tons. On top of this capacity
the 10.000,000-ton expansion would raise
total capacity to 99,000.000 tons per year.

Blast furnaces recomtDended
Sufficient blast furnaces were recom

mended by Hauck to produce the addi
tional pig iron that will be needed, in
view of the shortage of iron and steel
scrap, to operate the expanded ingot
capacity. Construction of more lake ore
boats, in addition to the 25 already
recommended to the Maritime Commis

nizing that the additional facilities are
being installed only because of the
emergency, that their cost will be in
excess of normal cost, and that they will

sion, will also be necessary.
Furthermore, the report said. Lake ore

not be self-liquidating.

iron ore areas to determine what new
bodies of ore will be opened up.
It was estimated that at least 50,000
men would be employed in building 10,-

Part can be ready in 9 months
Some of the 10,000.000 tons of new

capacity can be completed within nine
months and substantially all of it within
two years provided highest priority rat

by the OPM.

ings are assigned to all undertakings.
Unless such priorities are assigned, the

One aimis to make West independent

report said, no further expansion should

An additional 5,500,000 of the 10,000,000 tons is needed to meet certain short
ages now existing and to make the West
coast largely independent of eastern

be started.

steel plants, the Hauck report said. The
specific shortages mentioned Include

pliers of steel plant equipment would
necessitate expansion of their plants.
For strategic reasons, Hauck said, the
West Coast should be made substantially

The further increase of 5.000,000 tons

in capacity would be very difficult to
obtain and would take up to three years

to complete, the report continued, pointtag out that the extra demands on sup

is not economically located for all points
of ore consumption and explorations are

now being made in all other warranted

000.000 tons of steel capacity and at least
75,000 men in a 15,000.000-ton expansion.
Operation of 10,000.000 tons of capacity
would require at least 75,000 men and
to operate 15.000,000 tons 100.000 men
would be required.

In urging that highest priority ratings
be assigned steel expansion projects, the
report said that otherwise the program
would be so long delayed that it is
doubtful whether it would be of any
benefit during the emergency.

★
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PRIORITIES...
Mechanical refrigerator
43.2 percent for August
A limitation order for the domestic

mechanical refrigerator industry reduc
ing production for the 5 months from

August 1 through December 31, 1941 by
43.2 percent below average monthly fac
tory sales in the 12 months ended June
30, 1941, was issued September 30 by
Donald M. Nelson. Director of Priorities.
The order is based on recommendations

cut

December

fense work; and (3) the securing of ad
ditional defense contracts in areas where
refrigerator plant operations are cut.
Similar limitation programs relating
to other consumers' durable goods indus

tries are being prepared by the Division
of Civilian Supply. Extent of the cur
tailment in each industry will be deter

by the Division of Civilian Supply look

mined by considerations of possible
materials to be saved, burdens on con

ing to an output of 2,007.000 units in the

sumers, and extent to which labor and

12 months beginning August 1, 1941, as
against 3,670,000 units produced In the
12 months ended June 30.1941.
Tliis anticipated 12-month program
represents a decline of 45.5 percent from

industrial equipment will be made Idle.
The refrigerator program has been
worked out in detail for only the 5-month

output in the 12 months ended Jime 30.

AID FOR UBOR

1941, and 20 percent from output in the
12 months ended June 30, 1940. How
ever, It is higher than output in most
other years since 1929. The estimated
demand for refrigerators to replace those
wearing out during the coming year is

Surveys have been completed in six
cities with a view to alleviating labor dis

location after the cut in refrigerator out
put.

Page 9.

700,000 units. Anticipated production
will cover this by a wide margin and
still leave a substantial number of re
frigerators for new installations.

To save 175,000 tons of steel
The program is designed to reduce
consumption of steel In the manufacture

of refrigerators by 175,000tons a year, to
effect substantial savings in consumption

of other scarce materials, to help relieve
the pressure on material supplies from
consumers' durable goods industries, and
to release facilities for defense work.

The domestic mechanical refrigerator
industry consumes a substantial amount
of aluminum, brass, chromium, copper,
nickel, iron, tin, zinc, mica, neoprene, and
rubber, in addition to steel.

The industry is made up of 30 plants
located in 19 communities and employ
ing about 45,000 workers. A small
amount of defense work is already being
done in plants of the industry.

Labor problem tackled
The Labor and Contract Distribution
Divisions of the OfBce of Production

Management are now working on plans
to relieve labor dislocation which may re
sult from the reduced production. These
plans include; <1) Expansion of train
ing programs to fit displaced labor for
defense work; (2) shifting of workers al
ready having the necessary skUls to de

period from August through December
1941, since it is problematical what the
conditions will be later.

Howthe program works
Under the program average monthly
quotas for the industry will total 175,519
units for the 5 months August to Decem
ber 1941, inclusive. This will be a de

cline of 43.2 percent under average
monthly factory sales of 309,234 units
In the 12 months ended June 30, 1941.
Cuts in the 7 months from January
through July 1942 below average factory
sales last year, will probably be greater
than the 43.2 percent cut for the current
5 months.

The program Is designed to level out
monthly production to a large extent

Size of companies In the industry
varies widely. It is believed that the
larger companies are better able to with
stand a reduction in output than are the
smaller companies. Therefore, the ex

tent of the reductions in output is grad
uated as between companies with three
different classifications being established
according to size. These classifications

and the percentage reductions to be ap
plied to each group in the current 5
months are as follows:
Average reduction

in CMJTfiif 5 montln

Monthly average sales
,
12 months ended

beiou average

• moiniiIt/ sales tn
u monHis en^ed

June 30, 1941:

Class A, 16,000 units up
Class B, 5.000 to 16,000 units.,
Class C. 0 to 5,000 units

45
37
29

In order to avoid possible inequities,
provision is also made that a class A

manufacturer may produce not more
than 50,400 units during the 5-month
period, or may adopt the 45-percent cur
tailment, whichever will give him the
greater output. Likewise class B manu
facturers may choose between the 37percent reduction or a ceiling of 17,750
units during the period, whichever is
greater.

Larger reductions expected
It is expected that beginning in Janu

ary the cuts under average monthly
sales in the 12 months ended June 30,
1941, will be as follows: Class A, 50 per
cent; class B, 40 percent; and class C, 30
percent.

In preparing the program the Civilian

Supply Division first held an industry
wide meeting to provide manufacturers
an opportunity to discuss their problems
and to indicate to them that material

however, be considerably under output
It is anticipated that
witput in the 7 months ending July 81,
1942, will be considerably under output

shortages would force a reduction In out
put. A tentative cui-tallment program
was then drafted and discussed with a
panel of representative refrigerator
manufacturers. This tentative program
was subsequently modified In light of the
criticisms received. Thereafter,
the
program was discussed with representa
tives of a number of labor unions con
cerned. Both management and labor
representatives were told that the pro
gram would merely establish production
maximums. Furthermore, they were
told there is no guarantee that there will
be sufficient materials available to reach

In the like months of 1941.

these maximums.

over the 12 months ending July 31, 1942.
Operations of the Industry during the 12
months ended June 30, 1941, showed a

strong upward trend with monthly out
put near the end of that period more

than double output at the beginning.
Output in the 5 months from August

through December 1941, therefore, will
be only about 2 percent under average
output in like months of 1940. It will,
In recent months.

★
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11 new field offices opened;

New order places copper scrap under full

27 now give priorities aid

priority control; brass mill type covered

Eleven new field ofBces were opened
September 30 by the Priorities Division
of the OPM, it was announced by Pri
orities Director Nelson. At the same
time, Mr. Nelson announced the appoint
ment of John D. Pollock to head the

as the most difficult of the critical metals
to obtain in sufficient quantities for de

priorities field service office in New York
City. Mr. Pollock replaces Philip M.
McCullough, who has been named as
priorities coordinator for the eastern
area.

Including those opened September 30,
Fi'iorities Division field service offices now
number 27. They are under the super
vision of L. Edward Scrlven, director,

priorities field service. These offices,
headed by district managers who are

With copper ranking next to aluminum

consumed by the foundry during the
corresponding period in 1940.

fense needs and civilian uses, copper

No copper or brass mill scrap may
be delivered under existing or future con

scrap was placed under full priority con
trol September 30 in an order signed by

version, or toll agreements, uixless these
agreements have been approved by the

Priorities Director Nelson.

Director of Priorities.

One section of the order deals with
brass mill scrap, and requires that all
such scrap be directed back to brass
mills, either directly, or through dealers,
who are not permitted to make deliveries
to any melter other than a brass mill.
The effect of this provision is to channel
brass mill scrap back to those melters
where it can most efficiently be converted

Prohibits melting
The order prohibits tlae melting of any

scrap by dealers, including tliat which
they may have on hand, without specific
authorization from the Director of
Priorities. A dealer is likewise proliibited

from

accepting scrap, unless he has

turned over his inventory within the pre
ceding 60 days, and has filed the required

familiar with local industry, are for the
assistance of businessmen and manufac
turers in connection with the operation

into usable forms of brass.

of the priorities system.

livered only to dealers, or in cases where

Management. These restrictions are de
signed to make hoarding by dealers

a preference rating of A-10 or lilgher has

unlawful.

been assigned to deliveries.

Copper has been under rigid alloca
tion control since tlie Issuance on Au

Persoonel of district offices
The addresses of the new ofBces, and

the names of the district managers who
will be in charge of them, follow:
Indianapolis, Ind.—Circle Tower Building,
Albert O. Evaiis. district manaffer; Minneapo

lis, Minn.; Band Tower Building, Willard P.

Copper and copper base alloy scrap
(other than brass mill scrap) may be de

An excep

tion to this provision is made for the

reports with the Office of Production

period from the effective date of the

gust 2, 1941, of General Preference

order until November I, which permits

Order M-9-a.

foundries to purchase during that time
scrap in an amount not exceeding that

order completes the control of this basic

The new supplementary

scarce material.

Klesner, district manaffer; Portland. Oreg.;

Bedell Building, J, Fred Bergesch, district
manager; Salt Lake Ctfy, Utah; Utah Oil
BuUdlng, Raipb E. Bristol, district manager;
Houston, Tex.; Federal Reserve Bank Build
ing George L. Noble, Jr.. district manager;
Buffalo, N. Y.; M. & T Bank Building, Paul
R, Smith, district manager; Jacksonville, Fla.;
Hildebrandt Building, George H. Andrews,
district manaaer; Charlotte, N. C.; Liberty

Lite Building. J. E. MacDougall. district man
ager; Baltimore, Md.; Baltimore Trust Build
ing Theodore M. Cbandlee. district manager;
Richmond, Va.; Federal Reserve Bank Build

ing Fred P. Wllmer, district manager; and

San Ant(mio. Tex.; 415 W. French Place,
Carl L. Pool, district manager.
★
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Extension of rating barred
if inventory is sufficient
An interpretation relating to the use
of inventory materials to fill purchase
orders bearing preference ratings, and
limiting the circiunstances under which

preference ratings may be used by a
supplier to obtain needed materials, was
issued September 29 by Priorities Direc
tor Nelson.

Priorities form PD-1 may

be reproduced by users
Priorities Director Nelson announced
October 1 that to order to simplify the

filing of applications for preference rat
ings, form PD-1—the standard form of
application for ratings—may be repro
duced by those who wish to use it.
Anyone who reproduces form FD-l
must, however, follow exactly the
phraseologj', the size, the format, and
the color of the official blanks furnished
by the Division of Priorities.
In general. Priorities Division forms
and orders may not be reproduced by
persons using them except when repro
duction is specifically authorized on the
form or order.

3. If a producer fills a defense order
out of inventory materials without him
self using a preference rating to obtain
needed materials, he may not, after com

pletion of the order, obtain materials to
replenish inventory by use of a rating.
*

it
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Order extends nickel control;
U. S. faces rising shortage

Mr. Nelson made three points:

1. A producer who has received a de
fense order may not use a preference

rating to procure materials with which
to manufacture the defense articles or
dered if his inventory is already large

enough to let him fill the order and
still leave him with a practicable work
ing minimum Inventory.

2. If a producer's Inventory is below

a practicable minimum inventory, he
may use a preference rating to procure
the needed materials if this use of the

preference rating is authorized. In such
a case, however, he must not delay man
ufacture of the defense articles until he
has received the materials, but must im
mediately start manufacture, ustog ma
terials already in his inventory.

The United States faces a nickel short

age for 1941 of something like 40 million
pounds. Next year it is expected that
the shortage will go higher, perhaps as

high as 60 or 70 million pounds. Be
cause of this prospect, the Division of
priorities issued September 30 General
Pi-eference Order M-6-a, extending pri

ority control over nickel to March 31,
1942.

In the new order it is provided that

the Director of Priorities, as heretofore,
will conttoue to allocate primary nickel
among competing consumers. The allo
cations of nickel are ma<e each month
after examination of proposed shipments
and apparent requirements.

*
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East's gasoline deliveries for October

Instances, and in the absence of Intervening
factors, it is my present view that whenever

the facts disclose that any such States or
regions are no longer dependent on tanker
transportation and are securing sxifflclent
supplies by alternative methods of transpor

are cut 10 percent from May-July average
Gasoline deliveries in the Atlantic
Coast Area will be cut 10 percent below

the May-July 1941 monthly average,
under an order signed October i by
Priorities Director Nelson.

Mr. Nelson, he said that the longer period
will "reflect more exactly the relative sales
positions of the various primary suppliers."

Percentages vary by States
The revised program sets up the percentage

The order, recommended by Petroleum
Coordinator Harold L. Ickes, takes the

system by which primary suppliers can de

place of the 10-percent reduction pro

percentages are based on average deliveries
made diarlng May, June, and July. The pro

vided August 15 by the former Office of
Price
Administration
and
Civilian
Supply.
So far as the ordinary motorist is

concerned, the order means that filling
stations, by and large, will have 10 per
cent less gasoline to fill his wants.

Full deliveries may be made for some

important uses, however. These exemp
tions apply to Federal, State, and local

termine the amount of motor fuel they shall
deliver to each State In the coast area.

portions received by the various States In

The cuts will apply, however, to the
operations of delivery trucks and taxicabs as well as to passenger cars.
Although the order is complicated in

form, its major purposes are simple, to
conserve gasoline in the Atlantic Coast

Ai-ea, and to make certain that sufBcient

tanker tonnage is available for shipments
of fuel oil.

ment, Include:

1. The percentage of average deliveries of
motor fuel made during the months of May.
June, and July. 1941, which may be delivered

by each primary supplier In each State Is set
forth In a table attached to the order, called
supplement A percentage. In the long run,
assuming the restriction continues, the rela

tive amounts delivered in each State, based

equalized.

GASOLINE QUOTAS
each State in October.

normal consumption, will

be

The percentages may change each

month as long as the order continues in

(The first column shows the percentage of
average May, June, and July deliveries (1941)
which a primary supplier may deliver to
The second column

shows the percentage o/ the amount delivered
in October 1940 which may be delivered this
October to individual accounts in the States.)

effect.

Deliveries to customers
2. Within each State, deliveries by primary

suppliers and secondary suppliers to all indi

vidual accounts, regardless of whether they
be secondary suppliers, service stations, or

consumers, shall be allocated on the basis

Supple

ties, and for the operation of vehicles,
such as interstate trucks, operating
under certificates of convenience and

Cuts apply to delivery trucks, taxis

tions in such States or regions."
General provisions of the order, In addition
to the over-all lO-percent reduction require

upon past

governments, and limited exceptions are
provided on deliveries of gasoline for
defense projects, for agricultural activi

necessity.

These

tation. I shall desire to recommend either a
contraction of the boundaries of the area of
restriction or a relaxation of these restric

ment A
ment B
perceatage percentage
for October for October

States

mi

Maine
New Hampshire

8<170
93. r»

MassaclJusottg

90. 37
90.27
88. (VS
61.42
86.37

Rhode Island
Connecticut

New Yorlc.

New Jersey....
Pennsylvania

Delaware

91.19

^

District of Columbia....

Virfinla
Wp.ijf Vlreinla

North Carolina

South Carolina
OeorBla

1041

84.96

Vermont

Maryland

Supple

^

Florida, east of the Apalachicola River

84. 48
85. ,'<9
88. M
84.42
91.SO

91 4r>
88. 44

of a uniform percentage (called the supple
ment B percentage) of the quantity received
In the corresponding month of last year in
order to allow for seasonal fluctuations be

tween areas and accounts within each State

TOese percentages vary slightly from State to
State to recognize different rates of expansion
among the States since the same month of

93.00
93. 50
»6.00
9S, 00
100. 50

94. ,^0
B5.00
95. CO
95. OO
93.50

9fi.00
95.00
93.50
93,00
92.00

95. 50

the preceding year,

3. Adjustments shall

be

made in the

amount of deliveries to individual accounts

to allow for exceptional circumstances, such

as abnormal or subnormal deliveries during
the corresponding month of the previous

year or unusual expansion or contraction of
business since that time.

4. Exceptions are permitted for minimum
bulk deliveries, necessary for essential trans
portation media, defsnse projects, and agri

cultural activities by primary and second'ary

suppliers, and preferences shall be allowed
at service stations for the operation of ve

90.00

93.50

hiclesnecessary to safeguard the public health

86.12

97.50

and safety.

6. Individual resellers, service stations, and

This is accomplished by setting up a

consumers are protected with respect to their

sources of supply, as are independent spot

percentage formula which states the

total quantities of gasoline which may

any month will differ to allow for varying

be delivered in the Atlantic Coast States

seasonal requli'ements,

buyers whose receipts are not regularly re
ceived from any particular supplier or ac

Another percentage scale is established to
enable primary and secondary suppliers to

They can demand continued delivery from

shall deliver to service stations or individual

order, if so desired.

and the amount of gasoline which may
be delivered to consumers within those
States.

The percentages vary by States, but
the over-all cut for the area approxi
mates 10 percent. These percentages
have been fixed for October but they
may be changed in later months.
One important provision of the order

prohibits the shipment of motor fuel

from the Atlantic Coast Area to any
point outside the area.
Details of the order follow:
Undsr the revised program. Issued In the
form of a limitation order, total deliveries

of gasoUne by all primary suppliersimporting
to or producing motor fuel In the Atlantic
Coast Area shall he 10 percent less than

average monthly delivferles for the months
of May through July 1941,

The original program reqiUred a 10-percent

reduction below July 1941 deliveries. The

base period was extended to 3 months upon

Mr. Ickes- recommendation. In a latter to

determine the amount of motor fuel they

accounts \rithin each State.

The amounts

delivered under this system will represent a
percentage of the amount received by service
stations or individual accounts in the corre

sponding mouth of the preceding year.
These percentages vary slightly from State
to State.

The term "individual account"

means a single service station, a single sec
ondary supplier or a bulk customer. It does
not refer to the average motorist.
Before the end of October Mr. Ickes will
recommend to the Director of Priorities, on

cording to any regular deliverv schedule.

present suppliers of quantities stated In the

Loans and exchanges permitted
6. Sales, piirchasss. loans, or exchangee

shall be made between primary suppliers so
as to balance out the deliveries of those
primary suppliers who exceed their quotas
and those who faU to deliver their full quotas,
after allowance has been made for all types
of business, preferred or otherwise.

7. All suppliers shall be allowed to deliver

motor fuel to Federal, State, and local gov

the basis of studies conducted by the Petroletmi Coordinator's office, any further revi

ernments without having to deduct such de

sions or continuance of the curtailment as

accounts. This will facilitate bidding on
supplies for Army, Navy, and essential gov

he may deem necessary.

May relax restrictions ia fringe States
"Meanwhile," Mr. Ickes said, "my office Is

surveying the supply situation in several of

the Southeastern States and in some regions

liveries from the total allowed their regular

ernmental functions,

8. The movement

of

motor

fuel

from

within the area of shortage to any point
in the United States outside such area
shall be prohibited in order to avoid the

contiguous to the western borders of the

loss of supplies needed in the Atlantic Coast

whole Atlantic Coast Area where it seems

Area.

likely that other modes of shipment may

shortly wholly supplant movements hereto

fore made by deep water tankers. In such

9. All primary or secondary suppliers shall,
to the extent practicable, make deliveries
In such manner as to distribute such deliv-

★
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eries evenly throughout each raontb; and
all persons maintaining ot operating eervlce
stations shall, to the extent practicable, make

deliveries in such manner as to distribute
such deliveries evenly throughout each day.
The Atlantic Coast Area is defined In the
limitation order as meaning Maine, New

EEampshlre. Vermont.Massachusetts, Connect
icut, Rhode Island. New York. Pennsylv^a,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South Car
olina, Georgia. Horlda (east of the Apalaohloola River), and the District ot Columbia.
The order also defines a primary supplier,
& secondary supplier and a service station.

Ickes urges preparation for peak
Regarding the necessity for present con

tinuance ol the program, Mr. Ickes wrote
to Mr. Nelson as follows;

"In my opinion, such a preventive program
for conserving gasoline In the area of threat

ened shortage of vitally necessary products

should be continued until that threat has

been positively eliminated. Now Is the time
when storage must be filled to meet the
peak demand for total petroleum productt
which occurs not In the ftummer but m

the winter.

^

"Because there exists a greater njargln
of profit In gasoline as compared with fuel
oils unless gasoline consiomption be cur
tailed refiners are likely to continue to utUlze
too laree a proportion of our limited t^ker

tonnage to ship gasolineto the Atlantic Coast
and thereby leave insufficient tonnage to
move the necessary amount of fuel oiK

Fuel oil consumption can hardly be cxirtalled
at all without risking the disruption of both
defense Industries and essential civUlan
activity.

"Gasoline consumption, however, can be

curtailed without undue hardship if such
curtaUment Is commenced soon enough and
spread gradually over a sufBciently long pertod of time to avoid the Imposition of a
drastic cut. That is why I so strongly rec
ommend the continuation of the very nioderate curtailment In the deliveries of this

★
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A-9 rating given merchant steel products
for certain jobbers and hardware stores
A plan which will help small distribu
tors of certain merchant steel products,
Including those Jobbers and hardware
dealers who are warehousers within the
terms ol Supplementary Order M-21-b.
was announced September 30 by the Iron
and steel section of the Priorities Divi
sion.

The plan is based on a formula which
will govern shipments of the merchant
products listed to steel warehouses dur
ing October, November, and December.
It is set forth In a directive which lists
certain steel products widely sold by
warehouses and stipulates the quantities

of those products which may be deliv
ered to them during the coming calendar
quarter.

"Warehouse" includes certain stores
The order governing steel warehouses
defines a warehouse as "any person who
receives physical delivery of steel from a
producer for sale or resale in the form
received." This definition includes cer
tain hardware stores, dealers, and Job
bers who buy from producers. These
small business firms, therefore, will be
able to get the merchant products
listed—such as wire and nails—with the

product already institutedas a hedge against

assistance of the plan.

an uncertain future."

In all cases covered, the rated ship
ments to be made in the October-Decem-

The Petroleum Coordinator Informed Mr.
Nelson that the limitation order should be
continued "only so long as and only In
such States as there exists cither a deficiency

of petroleum stocks on hand or a lack of
positive evidence of a continued and con
sistent movement of sufficient products to
meet any eventuality."

Shortage cut by 105,000 barrels a day
"Already much has been accomplished by
my office in its work with the petroleum
Industry to provide relief on the East Coast,"
Mr. Ickes wrote.

"Increased efficiencies in the use of tankers
and a modification of the statutes and inter
national conventions governing the depth to
which tankers may be loaded have reduced
an Indicated transportation deficit by 60,000

barrels per day. This deficit has been f\u-ther
reduced by 20,000 barrels per day through
adjustments in the use of existing pipe lines,

by another 10,000 baiTels per day through
the Increased use of barges, and by still an
other 15,000 barrels per day through the In
creased use of trucks.

"Plnally, the oil companies have committed
themselves to us to move additional supplies
to the East Coast by tank car. and we have
assumed that between now and the end of

the year railroad tank cars should be able
to contribute an average of 73,700 barrels

per day of transportation from the equiva
lent of some 10,000 cars which we hope can

be gained by speeding up the time of loading,
imloadlng, repair, and movement of tank cars

already largely In use. Yet even with all of
the foregoing adjustments, the total amount

shipped by the same producers to the
same warehouses for the similar period
of 1940, although total shipments to the
warehouses may be as high as 110 per
cent of 1940 shipments if these higher
deliveries do not conflict with the ful
fillment of defense orders by producers.
In other words, the shipments facilitated
by a preference rating are lower than
those received by the warehouses in 1940
but higher shipments can be made if the
material Is available.

Other quotas being prepared
The rated shipments permitted under
the directive will carry ratings of A-9.
The formula announced in the direc
tive applies only to shipments of the socalled merchant products listed. Quotas
for the delivery of other steel warehouse

products are now being prepared andwill
be distributed to the industry within a
short time.

Major purpose of the steel warehouse

plan Is to provide assistance to the thou
sands of warehouses which perform an

Important service In the distribution of
small quantities of steel to all kinds of
customers, many of them engaged in de
fense work. These warehouses had been

experiencing some difficulty in obtaining
adequate supplies, but the new plan
grants definite quotas so that these dis
tributors may receive the products they

ber period are lower than the quantities

need.

of anticipated transportation available for
East Coast movement is still approximately
174 000 barrels per day less than that re

Cooperative utilities may use
repair rating order

quired to replenish and maintain inventories

at safe levels."

The usual provisions regarding appeal,

filing of reports, keeping of records, etc., are
Included in the order.

All inquiries con

cerning the order should be directed to the
office of the Petroleum Coordinator for Na
tional Defense.

★

*

★

Repair ratings cover natural
gas supply, not discovery

Cooperative utility companies may use

the priority assistance provided in Pref
erence Rating Order P-46 (the mainte

nance, repair and supplies plan for utili
ties) , it was said in an interpretation
Issued October 8 by the Division of Pri
orities.

Since the original plan was issued for
certain utilities, a number of questions

the order wliich extends the A-10 rating

have been received as to whether or not
the assistance can be used by cooperative
or "membership" companies supplying
services to their stockholders or members

to purchases of essential repair parts by

only.

public utilities.

The interpretation states that such
companies are Included in the order, pro
vided tliat the company offers service

Priorities Director Nelson announced

September 30, Interpretation No. 4 of
Preference Rating Order P-4C. This is

The interpretation points out that
while priority assistance Is extended to

companies supplying natural gas to the
public, the order does not include those
firms or individuals engaged in the dis
covery or development of new pools.

within its service area to any person ap

plying for it in accordance with the pro
ducer's rules and regulations.

★
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$154^214,423 War Department contracts
cleared September 25 through October 1

AH lead put under
full priority control

Defense contracts totaling $154,214,423

Belleville, N. J., to be used for production of

were awarded by the War Department

ceramic products for Signal Corps; $972,774,

and cleared by the Division of Purchases,
Office of Production Management, dur
ing the period September 25 through
October 1. This compares with a total
of $92,008,762 for the previous week.
CONSTKUCTION

Two contractors: Walters & Prater, Morristown, Tenn,, and Mark K. Wilson, Chatta
nooga. Tenn,; change order to original
contract covering construction of five addi
tional warehouses at QM Depot, Memphis,
Tenn.: $1,198,000. (Total estimated cost of
project now $6,660,085)

Two contractors: Doyle & RusseU and the

Wise Contracting Co., Inc.. Richmond, Va.;

change order to original contract covering
construction of two additional warehouses at
QM Depot, Richmond. Va,: $1,250,000. (Total
estimated cost of project now $7,044,690)

O'Drlscoll & Grove, Inc., New York City;

construction of motor repair shops at Fort
Dis. N. J,; $594,000.

General Motors Corporation, Chevrolet Di

vision. Buffalo and Tonawanda N. Y.; acqui
sition and • establishment of two plants
together with machinery and equipment for

(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of

under full priority control by the Divi

lease.)

sion of Priorities, October 4.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPUE3

Wm. E. Hooper and Sons Co., Baltimore,
Md.; dyeing and finishing 8,051,000 yds. grey
duck to olive drab: $954,285.

The Springdale Finishing Co., Inc., Canton,
Mass.; dyeing and finishing 5,500,000 yds. grey

duck to olive drab; $651,915.

The American Waterproofing Co,, Cincin

nati, Ohio; dyeing and finishing 7,000,000 yds

grey duck to olive drab; $803,950.

Chatham Mfg. Co,, Elkin. N. C,; 375.000 wool
O. D. blankets: $2,467,500.

The Leaksvllle Woolen Mills. Inc., Char
lotte, N. C, (Mill; Homestead, N. C.); 150,000
wool O. D. blankets; $992,250.

Wyandotte Worsted Co., Watervllle.
(Mill: Rochester, N. H.); 150,000 wool O, D
blankets: : 993,750.

Sturgeon Bay Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Co., Sturgeon Bay, Wise.; retrieving vessels'

Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Biaifalo, N Yenlarging facilities at existing plant at Buf
falo for manufacture of aij^lanes; $978,233.
(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of
lease)

The Pafnlr Bearing Co.. New Britain. Conn.;
additional machinery and equipment at existIng plant for production of bearings; $746,062.
(Dsfense Plant Corporation agreement of
lease)

The Bullard Co., Bridgeport, Conn.; addi
tional machinery and equipment to be used in
manufacture of machine tools; $1,900,000.

(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of

l€&3C)

The Parker Appliance Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
additional machinery and equipment to be
^sed for aircraft equipment production:
$432,230. (Defense Plant Corporation agree
ment of lease)

The Watson-StlUman Co., Roselie, N. J,;
addition to previous lease agreement for pro
duction of hydraulic equipment; $214,451.
(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of
lease)

AIRCRAFT

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.. Santa Monica,
Caltf.; airplanes and spare parts; $6,061385
Irving Air Chute Co., Inc., Buffalo, N. Y,;
parachutes and assemblies; $1,373,250,

General Motors Corporation. Delco Remy

Division, Anderson, Ind.; generator assem
blies; $627,248.

Folmer-Graflex

General Motors Corporation, New Depar
ture Division, Detroit, Mich.; machinery and

Corporation,

N. Y.; aircraft cameras; $4,297,752.

Bell Aircraft Corporation. Buffalo N Y •
erator and panel assemblies; $1,704,250.
General Motors Corporation, Allison Dlvl-

made up from scrap returned to the

industry and from foreign imports.

Foreign lead alreadycontrolled
Ail foreign pig lead now is being pur
chased by the Metals Reserve Co. and al
located by the lead branch of the Office

Consolldated Aircraft Corporation,
Diego, Calif.; engine parts; $4,003,941.

of Production Management. Purpose of
this order is to extend that control to
domestic lead and to formalize the action
tlirough the customary channel of the

San

General Motors Corporation, Delco-Remy
Division, Anderson, Ind.; generator assem
blies; $868,825.

Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Dayton

Ohio; generator assemblies; $685,000.

'

Vultee Aircraft, Inc., Vultee Field Division,

Downey, Calif.; alrframe spares; $1,044,400.
ORDNANCE

Hercules Powder Co.. Wilmington, Del. (for
mfr. at Union Plant. Parlln, N. J,); nitro
Parsons Co., Detroit, Mich.; land mlnes-

Director of Priorities.

Main points in the order are:

1. Refiners and dealers in lead must
file with the Director of Priorities not
later than the 20th day of each month
a schedule of proposed shipments for the
following months.

Dictaphone Corporation, Boston. Mass,; re

2. After October 1, when specifled,
each refiner must set aside from his pro
duction in a special pool a quantity of
lead to be fixed from time to time; the
lead in this special pool will be allocated
directly by the Director of Priorities to

Waterbury Clock Co.. Waterbury, Conn •

meet emergency situations.

'

Tube-Turns, Inc., Louisville. Ky.; shells;
$1,970,000.
'

American Thermometer Co., St. Louis Mo •

boosters; $980,000.

'

"

E. G, Budd Mfg. Co., Philadelphia Pa •

bombs: $765,860.

mote control systems: $521,995,
fuzes; $2,557,500.

Scovlll Mfg. Co., Waterbury. Conn,; fuzes:
$825,000.

Taylor-Whai-ton Iron & Steel Co., Baston

Pa.; shells; $826,000,

ration agreement of lease.)
Isolantite, Inc., Belleville. N. J.. construc

for directors; $605,000.

tion and equipping of a new plant at or near

sumption is at the rate of approximately
960,000 tons a year with an appreciable
increase anticipated. Current produc
tion, including that from foreign ores, is
not over 600,000 tons. The difference is

sl^on, Indianapolis Ind.; engine parts; $8,197,-

equipment in new plant to be erected at
Bristol, Conn., for manufacture of aircraft

bearines; $2,442,355. (Defense Plant Corpo

Rochester

gun mount adapters; $522,632.
' '
'
The Leece-Nevllle Co., Cleveland, Ohio; gen

$606,040.

and equipmaat to bs used in plants in Vandalla, Ohio and Moraine, Ohio to be used in
production of aircraft propellers and pro
peller parts: $11,453,123, (Defense Plant Cor
poration agreement of lease)

for the production of bullets, shot, shrap

Total requirements, defense and civil
ian, have created a shortage of lead
domestically produced.
Current con

Bell Aircraft Corporation. Buffalo, N. Y •
establishment of new plant at or near' Wheat-

General Motors Corporation, Aeroproducts
Division, Detroit, Mich.; additional machiuery

solder, 3; miscellaneous uses, 19.
In military operations, lead is required

Pa,); activated charcoal; $575,000,

cellulose; $543,750,

equipment to be used for production of airmft and aircraft parts; $8,456,175, (Defense
Piant Corporation agreement of leaae)

Storage batteries, 30 percent; white

lead, 11; cable covering, 11; red lead. 9;
building, 8; ammunition, 6; foil, 3;

Scrapand imports make up difference

Pittsburgh Coke & Iron Co.,Pittsburgh, Pa.
(for mfr. at Neville Island, Allegheny County,

lease)

field, N. Y., and purchase of machinery and

lows:

$36,936,055.

Yellow Truck & Coach Mfg. Co., Pontiac.
Mich.; 2>/i-ton 6x6 cargo and tank trucks;

The Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland.

Ohio; machinery and equipment to be used
In manufacture of machine tools; $550,000
(Defense Plant Corporation agreement of

which sets up an allocation system.
Lead is an Important defense metal
and also is widely used in civilian chan
nels. In 1939—the last pre-war year—
consumption of lead was divided as fol

nel, and shells, for batteries, for insulat
ing purposes and for airplanes.

(Defense Plant Cor

poration agreement of lease)

Tlae new control over this metal is pro
vided in General Preference Order M-38,

$1,218,000.

manufacture of aeronautical engines and

spare parts; $37,161,530,

All supphes of lead, including domestic

lead and imported metal, were placed

General Motors Corporation, Delco Appli
ance Division, Rochester, N. Y.: spare parts
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., Pratt & Whitney

Division. West Hartford, Conn.; drilling,

reaming and tifllag machines; $688,900.

3. In shipping the balance of his pro
duction not covered by the pool, each
refiner must give preference to defense
orders as required by Priorities Regula
tion No. 1.

4. All lead released by the Metals Re
serve Co. will be allocated by the Direc
tor of Priorities.
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LABOR...
contractors aided in year

1,

assistance to nearly 1.800 defense con

tractors employing over 2V2 million
workers during its first year of operation.

Channing R. Dooley, chief of the branch,
reported October 3 to Associate Director
General Sidney Hillman.

In a progress report, Dooley said that
the efforts of his branch have met with
appreciative response from defense em

ployers who are cooperating to expand
production of goods and weapons.

Many services
Since September 1040 the TWI Branch
organized and manned a field serv

ice, assisted defense contractors with
specific training problems, and cooper
ated with other training agencies, such
as the vocational and defense training
courses, the Labor Department's appren
ticeship committee, NYA and WPA, In

programs to Increase the skills available
for defense production.
The assistance rendered to drfense em

ployers includes accepted recommenda

"New knowledge must be sought and ap

plied regarding the transferalnllty of skill
from one occupation to another—from one

tions, surveys of various types and advlc#
on personnel training activities.
22 district offices serve industry
Dooley reported that his branch has
established 22 district offices covering all

principal Industrial centers of the
ooimtry. Each district is headed by a
TWI representative, who is aided by ad
visers from labor and industry, and by

panel consultants, borrowed from in
dustry and education. All of these men
are serving without compensation.
There are 487 such consultants, located
in 183 cities.

The report emphasised the need of
developing an ever increasing number of
foremen and supervisors in the coming
months to keep pace with the expansion

of production needed by the armed
forces. The report said:
•"Iteiinlng for production and many human
relations problems Incidental thereto have

a large share In getting out a maximum of
production of articles of great precision. An
Intensive drive and checkup during the fwl
months Is planned on these problems.

"ResponslbUltles of both management and
labor concerning Instruction and coaching of
new workers on the Job *111 receive even

Refrigerator plants in six cities already
surveyed to meet labor displacement
Surveys of expected priority unem

ployment, and of defense Job and
retraining possibilities, have been com

pleted for six cities in which the refrig
erator production cut announced Sep
tember 30 will reduce the number of
nondefense Jobs, Associate Director Gen
eral Hillman, OPM, said October 1.
Surveys have been made of Muskegon,
Grand Rapids, and Greenville, Mich.,
Dayton and Mansfield. Ohio, and Evansville, Ind. Federal-State employment
service olficials are making similar sur

a threat of serious priority unemploy
ment, the new OPM Division of Contract
Distribution will seek to develop a reme

dial program to place defense contracts

placed workers. OPM will recommend
such programs to the War and Navy De
partments for execution.

Other cities to be covered as necessary
Other cities will be surveyed as needs

develop, as rapidly as possible, Hillman
said.

10,000 of 45,000 workers surveyed

Federal and State agencies, will super

Refrigerator factories In these six
cities, according to recent statistics, em

vise and direct the problems of dealing

workers In the Industry.

Information obtained in these surveys

will be analyzed as quickly as possibls.

problem through its correlated work with

the labor supply branch. The techniques of

training are of great help In this field, and

a better knowledge Is growing out of analysis

of industrial jobs as to how the competency
on the part of Individual workers can be
Improved through Intensive, systematic train
ing. This training Is rooted in guided ex
perience on the Job, and promotion to Jobs
of higher skills, but Is greatly aided by

supplementary trairung given by vocational
schools."

*

★

*

Taub to help Hillman

in spreading defense work
OPM Associate Director General Hill

man, September 29, designated Alex
Taub, Pontiac, Mich., engineer, as spe
cial consultant to assist him on teclml-

cal problems involved in the program to
spread defense work, and alleviate unem
ployment caused by priorities.
Taub started as a machinist in an
automobile plant in 1908. He was in
charge of development and research of
production designs for engines, for
Chevrolet, from 1926 to 1936.
From 1936 to 1941 he was director of

power plant engineering for Vaushall
Motors in England and in 1939 and 1940
he served on the British Mechanization
Board for trucks, tanks, and engines.
ish Air Commission in Washington for
several months this year and sei-ved as
a technical consultant to the automo
tive section of OPM.
*

★

*

and subcontracts so as to absorb the dis

refrigerator factories.

ploy more than 10,000 of the 45,000

plant to another—from one Industry to an-

other. TWI Is sharing in the attack on this

He was consulting engineer to the Brit

In communities where the surveys show

OPM regional labor supply commit
tees, coordinating registration, reem-

veys in other cities which have sizeable

viduals and organizations to take up new
duties.

by Training -within-Indestry Branch
The Training-wllhin-Industry Branch
of OPM's Labor Division has rendered

greater attention, since new and Increased
production calls lor the preparation of Indi

ployment and retraining activities of
with displaced workers, while plant con
version will be handled between plant

managements

and

the

Government

agencies Involved, Mr. Hillman pointed
out.

New field men to investigate

complaints of discrimination
Mark P. Ethridge, chairman of the
President's Committee on Fair Employ
ment Practice, announced September 26

the appointment of two field representa
tives who will investigate complaints of
discriminatory employment practices in
defense industries.

The appointments are: Eugene David
son, business agent of the CIO Building
Service and Maintenance Workers of
Washington, D. C., and administrator of
the New Negro Alhance, and G. James

Fleming, managing editor of the Phila
delphia Tribune.

★
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION .. .
Maximum prices for aluminum scrap to
be cut November 1 in line with virgin met;
Present maximum nrlces
prices of aluminum
aluminum
scrap and secondary aluminum ingot will
be reduced as of November 1 to reflect
the reduction from 17 cents to 15 cents
a pound in the price of primary alumi
num on October 1, OPA Administrator

Henderson announced last week.
This decision was reached after care

ful examination of the supply situation

This
mnv «7oU
QKn,»f *through
This may
well ho
be hr<MiDV>ibrought about
competitive market conditions, he added.

Activity increases
Statistics on the flow of scrap and the
production cf secondary ingot made from
scrap indicate a constantly increasing
level of activity since spring. August
operations were well above the average

Ceilings on low-alloy and
carbon steel castings to be
at or below current levels
Maximum prices for carbon and low-

alloy steel castings, including railway
specialties, will be established at or below
current levels, it was announced Sep
tember 30 by OPA Administrator Hen
derson.

Plans for the schedule have been dis
cussed with representatives of 60 large
and small producers, A separate ses

by OPA and consultation with trade
members and the Office of Production

monthly rate for 1940.

Management. By bringing secondary
metal prices into line with that of pri

mula based on a 17-cent price for virgin

sion was held with the makers of railway

aluminum, which fixes the maximum

specialties.

The present schedule contains a for

mary aluminum, it is believed that use

"conversion factor," or toll charge, which

of the former by defense industries, as
desired by defense authorities, will be
facilitated. Thus, the pressure on pri

may be made for rerolling or otherwise
scrap, excepting forgings.

mary supplies will be reduced.

doing this work is not related to the price

The price reductions in scrap and sec
ondary aluminum. Mr. Henderson stated,
will approximate 2 cents a pound on the
several grades covered by the schedule,
but to effect appropriate readjustments,
the cuts in some cases will slightly ex

of virgin aluminum.

ceed 2 cents and in other Instances will
be somewhat less than 2 cents.

Refiect changes in situation
These readjustments will reflect expe
rience accumulated by OPA in actual
operation of the schedule, as well as
changes in the scrap situation since the
celling was originally announced on
March 24. 1941. Quantity differentials
on scrap will also be introduced into the

schedule, according to present plans.
The amendment setting forth the re
adjusted prices will be Issued before
November 1. but will not become effec
tive until that date.

refabricating wrought aluminum plant
The cost of

Therefore, It is planned to eliminate
this formula and to establish instead a

table of specific maximum charges cov
ering toll fabrication of wrought alumi
num plant scrap. Toll fabricators will
be invited to a meeting with OPA in the
near future to work out these charges.
It Is hoped to make them effective No
vember 1. In the meantime, maximum
toll charges may continue to be computed
on the present formula, based on 17-cent
virgin aluminum.
★

★
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Wells leaves Clearance Bureau,
3 appointed to staff
Sidney J. Weinberg, chief of the Bu
reau of Clearance of Defense Industry
Advisory Committees, OPM, announced

Mr, Henderson pointed out that by

October 3 that Richard C. Wells has left

allowing a month between the effective

the Bureau to return to the Preeport
Sulphur Company due to expiration of

date of the reduction in the price of
primary aluminum and readjustment of
the scrap and secondary schedule, deal

company.

ers and smelters will be free to adjust
their inventories in order to avoid such

he has appointed the following men to

his 3 months' leave of absence from that

Mr. Weinberg further announced that

cash losses as might be forced upon them
were ceiling prices lowered immediately.
Special consideration will be given to
proven cases of hardship involving prior
commitments extending beyond Novem

J. B. Walker, formerly associated with
Stone, Webster and Blodget, New York
City, as special assistant; and as admin
istrative assistants. George Muth, who

ber 1.

is on temporary leave from the Conti

The administrator said he expected
that aluminum scrap and secondary
metal would sell below present ceiling

City, and G. Keith Funston, who is on

prices even in advance of November 1.

his staff in the Bureau of Clearance:

nental Can Company. Inc., New York
temporary leave from Hygrade Sylvania
Corporation, Salem, Mass.

Further discussions will take place with
a representative committee r-hich OPA
is selecting in order that the schedule of

maximum prices may conform as closely
as possible to present trade practices and

methods. Consultation also will be had
with buyers of castings before the celling
is formulated.

General price level rose IS percent
The general level of carbon and lowalloy steel casting prices has risen about
15 percent thus far in 1941. Because of

their Importance to Industry, and par
ticularly to the defense program, the
Office of Price Administration feels that
a price ceiling should be established at

or below the levels now prevailing.

Used byalmost every industry
Carbon and low-alloy steel castings,
which are formed by pouring molten
steel into molds, are used by virtually
every industry in the United States.
Roughly, these castings fall Into two
groups: railway specialties and miscel

laneous. The first group includes sideframes, bolsters, yokes, and couplers, used
In the running gear of railroad freight
and passenger cars. The "miscellane
ous" castings field takes in all manner
of products. Some of these are mass

production items, while others are highly
Steel scrap is the principal

specialized.

raw material in the production of carbon
and low-alloy castings.
Most of the foundries produclnr cast
ings have defense contracts and some of
the larger corporations are using most of
their plant capacity on orders connected
directly or Indirectly with the defense
effort.

★
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through jobbers, dealers, distributors

Several minor changes In Price Sched
ule No. 12 covering brass mill scrap were
Issued October 2 by OPA Administrator
Henderson.

Brass mill scrap includes scrap which

Is a byproduct of the fabrication of ma
terials produced by brass mills.
Amendments to the sched\Ue, which
was originally issued on July 21, 1941,
Include:

(1) Addition of a new category designated
K£ "Copper" with the foUowlng maximum
prices for less than 15,000 pound lots; heavy
scrap, lOVi cents per pound; rod ends. lO'A
cents per pound; and rod turnings, 9Vi cents
ner pound. Premiums ot % cent per pound
may fce paid on shipmentsot 15.000 poundsor
more at one time and of 1 cent on shipments
of 40000 pounds or more. This type of ma
terial Is currently covered in price schedule
No. 20 on "Copper Scrap" but Is to be re
moved from that schedule shortly.

(21 Addition of a new cat^ory designated

as "Nickel Silver" with the following maxi

mum pricesfor lessthan 15.000 pound lots:
Heavy
scrap

Rod ends Turcinga

Ctittt

CenU

fi percent nickel
.....
10 percent nickel
15 percent nickel—

11
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Ceiling to cover iron, steel products sold

Brass mil! scrap
schedule amended

Nickal silver
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All ii'on and steel products sold through

jobbers, dealers, and distributors will be
brought under a price ceiling In the near
future to halt profiteering by certain
members of the trade, OPA Adminis
trator Henderson announced October 4.
The new schedule will cover sales of
"seconds" and "rejects" as well as "prime"

products. With its issuance OPA will
have established maximum prices for iron

and steel products sold in any quantity
by mills, warehouses, jobbers, distribu
tors, dealers, agents, or brokers. Prod
ucts to be included under the new ceiling
will be those covered by Price Schedule
No. 6, which set maximums for iron and
steel sold by primary producers.

An essential part
"Jobbers, dealers, and distributors of
iron and steel are an essential part of
the American industrial picture," Mr.
Henderson stated. "Their function is to
supply a great variety of products in
comparatively small quantities to manufactmers and other users of steel. Many
small businesses working on direct or in
direct defense orders are entirely depend
ent on the distributing industry for their
Bteel supplies.

Nickel silver scrap was formerly covered by

price schedule No. ft on -'Nickel Scrap." The
change was mede because most nickel Bllver
Is produced by brass mills. Cupro-nlckel,
which Is produced in large quantities by other

"The nature of their business requires
distributors to carry extensive stocks in
their warehouses and to be prepared to
make quick deliveries. Their prices al

schedule.

ways have reflected the special character

brass mills, remains in the nickel scrap

(3) The definition of "brass mill sa-ap"
has been changed so as to conform substan

tially with the OPM priority order covering
copper and copper alloy scrap,

(4) The enforcement section has been

modified so as to take account of possible

cooperation by State, county, and local gov
ernments In seeking enforcement through
revocation of licenses and permits. This sec
tion also states "that the procurement serv

ices of the Government are requested to re
frain from selling to or puKhaslng from
those persons who fall to comply with the
schedule."
★

★

★

of their services.

"Since the issuance of Price Schedule

No. 6. which froze producers' prices at
first-quarter levels, the leadingsteel Job
bers have cooperated admirably with the
Office of Price Administration to keep
their prices in proper relation to the mill
prices set by the schedule. In recent
months, however, largely because of the
great demand for steel generated by the
defense program, certain members of the
trade have demanded exorbitant prices

from manufacturers in urgent need.

ORE MOVEMENTS

Numerous complaints have reached my

office, citing cases where consumers in
Reports from the four principal orehandling railroads for the week ended
September 27 showed they loaded into
boats at upper lake ports 2,180,564 tons
of ore as compared to 2,103,040 tons
loaded during the corresponding week
in 1940.

need of steel have been compelled to pay

prices ranging from 50percent to 200 per
cent above those generally quoted.

many instances, 'seconds' and 'rejects'—
steel containing Imperfections—h a v e

been sold at prices considerably higher
than those charged for steel of first
grade.

For the 1941 season of navigation to
date these same railroads have loaded
into boats a total of 58,524,106 tons as

"This is profiteering"

compared to 45,277.942 during the cor

and must be stopped."

responding period of 1940.

In

"This is profiteering, pure and simple,
About 85 percent of all iron and steel

is sold by steel mills directly to consum

ing industries.

The remaining 15 per

cent is bought by Jobbers, distributors,

and dealers for resale. It is estimated
that about 11.800,000 net tons of iron and
steel will be thus distributed in 1941.

against 6.686,000 net tons in 1940.
While the total percentage of all iron
and steel distributed by reselling is com

paratively small, in certain items a sub
stantial amount of the total production
Is handled in this manner. For exam

ple, in 1940 jobbers, dealers, and dis
tributors resold 54 percent of the entire

production of iron and steel pipe and
tubes, 401/2 percent of all wire and wire

products and slightly over 46 percent of
all galvanized sheets, as well a.-? im

portant quantities of tool and alloy
steels.

Over 5,000 distributors
The steel distribution trade buys In
carload lots of 40,000 pounds direct from
the mill at the base prices. Resales are
made in any quantity with price differ
entials based on the poundage involved.
It is estimated that there are over 5,000

companies, partnerships, and individuals
engaged in iron and steel distribution in
the United States. They range in size
from large independent corporations,
maintaining warehouses and distribut
ing depots in numerous cities and towns,
to small neighborhood dealers. Some

Jobbers specialize in pipes and tubes,
others In wire and wire products and
others in sheets. Some handle heavy
steels exclusively, while still others have
extensive inventories containing tens

of thousands of items. Several of t^e
large steel producers have subsidiaries
engaged in the Jobbing business.
*

*

★

INFORMATION SPECIALISTS
NEEDED FOR DEFENSE
Information specialists are needed by
the Government in connection with every

phase of national defense activity, the
Civil Service Commission has announced.
To fill these positions, the Commission
has announced an examination for in
formation specialists in press and publi
cations, and in radio. There are over
100 jobs to be filled in the various Gov
ernment agencies. Salaries range from
$2,600 to $4,600 a year.

Applications must be on file with the
Commission's Washington office not later
than October 23, 1941.

★
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Ceilings announced for paperboard,
all grades^ sold east of Rockies
Ceiling prices for all grades of paperboard sold east of the Rocky Mountains,
corresponding to those that have pre

stabilized by individual agreements be
tween OPA and members of the trade.

October 7, 1941
AH of the ceiling prices are the maximums that may be charged for the re
spective grades and tonnages delivered
to the consumer.

Voluntary west of Rockies

are established in Price Schedule No. 32
announced October 1 by OPA Adminis

Because of these higher prices for
wastepaper, the voluntary agreements
with the paperboard manufacturers were
revised upward by $2.50 per ton on Au

OPA has no present intention of estab
lishing maximum prices for board sold
west of the Rockies, Mr. Henderson said,
since the voluntary agreements with

gust 4 and at the same time were ex

West Coast manufacturers do not expire

trator Henderson.

tended to October 1. 1941. to correspond

until December 31, 1941, and have been
operating satisfactorily.

vailed for several months under volun

tary agreements with leading producers,

The new schedule went into effect on
October 1, expiration date of the volun
tary agreements and effective date of
OPA's recent schedule of ceiling prices
on wastepaper. principal raw material
for the manufacture of paperboaid.
As stated in a preliminary announce
ment, maximum delivered prices for the
three base grades are the same as those

with a similar extension of the agree
ments on wastepaper prices.
Despite these attempts to stabilize both

paperboard and wastepaper prices
through voluntary action, the situation

★

★

★

Ceiling covers all types of silk

continued unsettled. There developed In
certain quarters of the wastepaper trade

known to be in United States

specified in the voluntary agreements;

methods designed to circumvent the
maximum prices and in some instances,
supplies were diverted or withheld from
consuming mills that refused to violate

Extension of Price Schedule No. 14—
raw silk and silk waste—to bring under
ceiling prices all types of raw silk now

that is. $45 a ton for chipboard. $60 a ton
for single manila lined board, and $75 a

their agreements with OPA. As a result,
the distribution of wastepaper stocks be

known to be in the United States was

ton for white patent coated newsboard.
Differentials, up and down, in line with
the expiring agreements, are established

came unbalanced and some paperboard
plants were forced to shut down.

trator Henderson.

Familiar differentials established

1941, covered the principal grades and
established maximums at quotations that
prevailed on July 21, 1941, before devel
opments in the Par East sent prices

for the other types, depending upon
weight, grade and quality.
Used in boxes
All types of paperboard used in the

manufacture of set-up paper boxes, fold
ing cartons, and shipping containers are
covered. Top prices for the shipping

container grades are stated in dollars per
1,000 square feet, rather than in dollars

per ton as are the grades used in set-up
paper boxes and folding cartons,
Paperboard Is in great demand for car
tons and boxes to package defense mate
rials, food products, and innumerable ar
ticles of consumer goods.
Issuance of the present schedule cli
maxes a series of attempts by OPA to
avert Inflationary price trends in this

basic commodity by voluntary agree
ments with paperboard manufacturers
and the wastepaper trade.

On June 12, 1941, leading producers
of paperboard agreed individually with
OPA (then OPACS) to maximum prices
of $42.50 for chip board, $57.50 per ton
for single manila lined board, and $72.50

a ton for white patent coated newsboard,
with appropiate differentials for other
grades. This agreement took into account
wastepaper prices as of May 29, 1941.

Waste paper prices rose
Prices of wastepaper rose rapidly there

after and had increased from $3 to $4 a
ton on June 18, 1941, when they werd

The differentials established in the
schedule are those which are familiar to
the trade. A maximum base price Is set
for a given classification and to that base
are added or subtracted amounts con

sistent with the quantity of all types in

cludedin the classification. For example,
to the maximum base price of $45 per

announced October 1 by OPA Adminis

The original schedule, issued August 2,

soaring.

On July 26, 1941, domestic silk stocks
were frozen by order of the Division of
Priorities. OPM. which followed this ac

tion by undertaking an Inventory of silk

ton for plain chip board may be added
not more than $5 per ton for sales of
from 1 to 3 tons; $2.50 for more than 3

holdings.

tons, but less than 10 tons; with the base
price of $45 applying to sales of 10 tons

Recently completed, the Inventory dis
closed that there were comparatively
small amounts of numerous types and
grades of raw silk not covered by the

or over.

In the case of white vat lined board,
which Is included with chip board in

the "set-up boxboard" classification, the
maximum base price Is $45 a ton, plus

$20 for orders of 3 tons or less; or plus
$17.50 for orders of over 3. but less than
10 tons: or plus $15 for orders of 10 tons
or over. Thus, in effect, there are three
ceiling prices ($65. $62.50. and $60) for
white vat lined boxboard. This same sys

tem prevails throughout the schedule, al
though in some cases minimum deduc
tions from the base price are provided
for. In addition, there are differentials
allowed by varying thicknesses and for
special operations In all of the grades.
Under a special exception, the addi
tional charges for quantities less than 10
tons are eliminated if the buyer orders
sizes in proper quantities and dimensions

to fill the width of the paper-making
machine.

inventory revealed other types

original OPA price schedule. These are
now included in a comprehensive amend
ment.

Ceiling prices set for the newly added
types and grades are based upon the
prices already established for the leading
types. Except for China silk, now broken
down into grades, deniers. and colors, no
change has been made in the prices of
these basic types.

The maximums will apply to all sales
of silk, including sales of silk now or

hereafter released from OPM's freezing
order and to all transfers of silk ordered

by OPM to manufacturers heading de
fense contracts.

It was announced that OPA does not
contemplate making any provision for
completion of existing contracts at iwices
above those established in the schedule.

October 7, 1941

ir

Rayon grey goods reporting
modified for new weaves
Amendment of the rayon grey goods
price schedule to modify a regulation

★
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Voluntary stabilization until November 10
announced for furniture upholstery prices
furniture

panies, representing more than half the

which might impose a hardship on the

upholstery fabric prices until November

originators of new weaves of cloth was
announced October 3 by the OfBce of

total looms in tlie industry, agreed to
the following request:

the construction of each fabric sold,

10, 1941, at the levels prevailing on Sep
tember 10, 1941, was announced October
3 by OPA Administrator Henderson.
Manufacturers may, however, request
price increases up to five percent of the
September 10 prices. Such requests may

whether or not covered by maximum
prices.
As amended, this requirement

November 10.

Price Administration.

Until now. the schedule required that
sales contracts contain full

details of

will apply only to the fabrics specifically
named in the schedule.

Volimtary stabilization of

be submitted to OPA at any time prior to

Stabilizing raw materials
Meanwhile,

OPA is

stabilize raw materials required in man

means for competitors to obtain infor
that would permit imitation.

on a permanent price stabilization pro

Still must report to OPA
The amended regulations still require

manufacturers to keep full records of
the production, prices, and constructions

ufacture of upholstery fabrics and, in
cooperation with the industry, will work
gram
for
the
fabrics
themselves.
Combed cotton yarn, an important ma
terial in the manufacture of upholstery
fabrics, already Is under a price ceiling,
while a schedule of maximum prices for

of all fabrics included in the schedule, as
well as to report similar information to

carded cotton yarn, another essential

OPA each month on fabrics not under

A survey made in August 1941 of a rep
resentative group of furniture uphol
stery fabric manufacturers indicated
that prices had risen sharply since the

the ceiling, if made in quantities exceed
ing 25,000 yards a month. These re

ports, it is stipulated, must be filed even
though the fabrics were not sold "in the

grey," or unfinished state, but were fur
ther processed by the manufacturer.
1. Weavers will keep full records of
all transactions, of all production, and
of the details of manufacture of every

OfBce of Price Administration

five percent of the September 10 selling
undertaking to

Disclosure to buyers of the make-up
of new cloths in sales contracts, accord
ing to manufacturers, provided an easy
mation

"The

requests that the members of the furni
ture upholstery Industry, as individuals,
agree with it not to increase the prices
prevailing on September 10. 1941, for up
holstery goods, until November 10, 1941,
with the proviso that requests may be
made to this Office for increases up to

material, is in the course of preparation.

summer of 1940. It became necessary,
therefore, to take action to stabilize
prices and check Inflation.
Representatives of the industry and
OPA held a meeting in New York on

September 19, 1941, at which 28 com

price during the 60-day Interval."

Approval of majority assumed
On September 20, 1941, Mr. Hender
son sent letters containing the same re
quest to 276 other units in the Industry.
The letters stated: "Because of the ne

cessity of rapid action," OPA would
"assume that you agree unless we hear
from you to the contrary prior to Sat
urday, September 27." Only 18 compa
nies replied that they could not agree,
while 28 reported that they desired fur
ther con,sultation with OPA.

These 46

companies represent a very small part of
the total capacity of the upholstery fab
rics industry.
It may tlierefore be assumed that the

agreement has the approval of the vast
majority of producers operating an over
whelming percentage of the total pro
ducing capacity.

fabric produced.
2. Weavers will submit to OPA, on

forms provided for that purpose, reports
showing the volume of production and
full

details

of

manufacture

of

every

fabric not under the ceiling, if it has
been produced in quantities greater than
25,000 yards monthly. The highest prices
at which such goods are sold during the
month covered are to be included in the

"Some raw silk had been opened for

0PM plans no silk imports now;
some '^opened" stock released

blending in plants in a noi-mal way be
fore the freezing order went into effect,

The following statement was issued

'opened' silk is being released now in

October 2 by Frank Walton, chief of the

some instances after being certified by
the owner and checked by OPM. It was
decided that the 'opened' silk would not

textile section, OPM:

''OPM has no program to import more

but was frozen along with the rest.

form. These prices are to cover sales
both for immediate and for future de
livery. Reports will be due from all

silk at this time and knows of no move

be used for defense.

ment to bring more in.

This

producers, however, whether the goods

a number of factors, none of which can

"The release of this 'opened' silk, how
ever, had no relation to the entire silk
program and the silk was released only

are sold in the greige or not. Where
such fabrics are not sold in the grey

be determined at this time.

for the reasons publicly stated at the

OPM is proceeding with the original plan

state, this should be indicated on the

to use the stocks of frozen silk for de

report forms instead of listing the highest
selling prices.

fense purposes.

3. Invoices on all shipments of rayon

Any importa

tion of silk in the future will depend on
Meanwhile,

"Opened" silk not for defense

time."

Mr. Walton made this statement in

answer to a number of inquiries from
silk owners, who wanted to know whether

they should sell their frozen silk to the

"The Defense Supplies Corporation is

Defense Supplies Corporation and also

a way that it refers to the weaver's rec

buying such silk as is being offered and
it is planned to use this silk in the de

ment proposed to take regarding the

ords of the details of its manufacture.

fense program.

present stock of silk in the hands of mills

grey goods must carry a style number or
symbol which identifies the fabric In such

wanted to know what action the Govern

and warehouses. . Several reports pub

Sales contracts on fabrics covered by
the ceiling must carry full details of

No. M-22, as of July 26,1941, and all such

lished recently about the status of silk

manufacture.

silk is still frozen under this order.

have created some confusion in the trade.

"All raw silk was frozen under Order

★
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Chicago, paying particular attention to
prices most affecting the living costs of
the average citizen and householder.

Consumer protests bring price action

by local governments in three places

The committee will hold public hearings
to ascertain the facts—it has already

Consumer protests throughout the
country are becoming increasingly ef
fective in keeping prices from advancing
unjustifiably and gouging a hole in the

versity, executive

family budget.

port, the "antiprofiteering committee"

*

As examples of sections where conBUmers have been particularly successful

swung into action to protect West Vir
ginia consumers from unjustifiably high
prices. The first problem taken up was

Excise tax should not be

In prompting action by local govern
ments to check prices. Miss Harriet El
liott, OPA Associate Administrator, In
charge of the Consumer Division, last
week

cited

West

Virginia,

Lawrence,

Mass., and Chicago.

In West Virginia, consumers early this
summer besieged Governor Neely with
protests of the high cost of living, urg
ing that "somebody do something" about
it. Responding to complaints from in
dividual consumers, petitions from con

secretary, and the

Chicago—and will then make a complete

as the other two members.

report to Mayor Kelly.

With newspaper and consumer sup

that of milk prices in Logan County,

where milk was selling for 16 cents to
18 cents a quart. The "battle of the milk
bottle," which was given much publicity
by newspapers, the radio, and consumer
groups, was won by the committee—and
milk dropped to 14 cents a quart.

Retail grocers' aid enlisted
To check food prices, the committee
next enlisted the aid of the West Vir

Cohen, professor of government at the
University of West Virgirxia. to help
formulate a consumer-protective legisla

ginia Association of Retail Grocers.
Forms prepared by the State Department
of Agriculture were sent to retailers for
information on food prices, both whole
sale and retail, Other food-price forms
were prepared for consumer groups to
give housewives for filling in.
Similar

tive program.

information is being collected on rents.

Two old statutes found

In Lawrence, Mass., a city of textile
mills booming with defense orders. Miss

sumer organizations, trade unions, and
farm groups, and newspaper comment.
Governor

Neely

drafted

Dr.

Julius

Digging through the old State stat
utes, Dr. Cohen found a long-forgotten
law, never Invoked, revealing that the

Elliott said tenants have had their rent

advanced as many as two or three times

within the last 6 months—in spite of

State Commissioner of Agriculture had

lower tax assessments on real estate than

authority to regulate and supervise tl:^
operation of public food markets. In
addition, this law required him to take

Taxing power used as stick

action to insm-e that consumers got food

last year.

products of uniform grade and quality at

Considering these rent Increases as
profiteering, the fair rent and price com

fair prices.

mittee of the textile workers union re

Dr. Cohen's research also bi'ought to

cently protested to Mayor Walter A.

light an old statute dealing with weights

Griffin. The mayor went into immediate
action, calling in the landlords respon

and measures.

Never

previously

en

forced, this law was the basis for the ap

sible.

pointment by Governor Neely of a staff

lords reiponded to reason.

of weights and measures Inspectors.
Bright, new labels are now decorating the
scales in many a West Virginia store,
showing they have been tested and ap
proved by a weights and measures in
spector, and that in that store consumers
can be sure they are getting what they
pay for.

they did not, the Mayor indicated that
property which has so increased in value

In most cases he foxmd the land

Governor Neely also set up a 4-man
consumers'

research

committe e—

But where

as to warrant a raise in rents must also

have increased in value sufficiently to

justify a reassessment for tax purposes.
Since then, Mi5S Elliott said, reports of
rent increases in Lawrence, Mass., have

decreased markedly.
In the

"Battle of the milk bottle" won

started hearings on the price of milk in

Commissioners of Labor and Agriculture

third locality cited by Miss

Elliott—Chicago—Mayor Edward J. Kel
ly in response to consumer protests set
up a special committee of three aldermen

it

-k

added to consumer price

but once, Henderson says
Manufacturers, wholesalers, end re
tailers dealing in articles subject to the
new Federal manufacturers' excise taxes

were asked October 1, by OPA Adminis
trator Henderson, to exert their utmost
efforts to prevent price increases to ul
timate consumers exceeding the actual
amount of the additional taxes.

Excise taxes of 10 percent applied that
day for the first time to such articles

as electric, gas, and oil appliances, includ
ing flat irons, fans, stoves, mixers, and
vacuum cleaners; to a large list of rubber

products, excluding footwear, and to
electric light bulbs. As applied to ar
ticles that have carried excise taxes pre
viously—such articles as automobiles,
tires, tubes, radios, and household re

frigerators—the new rate will be double
or nearly double the old one.

"The Increased prices paid by con
sumers as the result of the new levies
should in no case reflect more than the
actual dollar amount of the manufac
turers' total excise tax," Mr. Henderson

stated. "This policy should be applied
to cases where excise taxes are continued
and increased as well as where taxes are

now being levied for the first time.

"Pyratoiding of these taxes miist be
carefully guarded against. Where a
manufacturer sells an article for $100
and passes on the 10 percent excise tax
it results in a price of $110 to the whole
saler. Should the latter compute his
regular mark-up price on the $110 price,
instead of on the SlOO base, the price
to the retailer will be raised by more
than the amount of the tax. If the re
tailer in turn calculates his mark-up, on
this total, the final cost of the article
to the ultimate consumer will be raised
considerably In excess of the actual excise
tax.

"Properly figured, the tax should be

promptly labeled by the press as "the
antiprofiteering
committee"—in
the
State Department of Agriculture. The
State Attorney General was appointed

to investigate what the mayor called "the
alarming trend" of rising prices and

chairman: Dr. Cohen, who is

tee is responsible for making a thorough

pyramiding of the new tax is resorted to
by distributors of merchandise is real

investigation of the price situation in

and dangerous."

now on

leave of absence from West Virginia Uni

rentals.

Appointed on August 21, the commit

left out of all mark-up calculations. The
threat to the general price structure if
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of refrigerators in effect October 1, or the
Installment credit ciu-bs, demand for new
units is expected to slacken somewhat
anyway.

ing or applying unoCScial interpretations

Manufacturers' Excise Taxes

of the new tax law.

Seconding the request of I^eon Hender
son, Administrator, Office of Price Ad
ministration, that retailers, manufac
turers. and wholesalers exert their ut
most efforts to prevent pyramiding the
new Federal Manufacturers'excise taxes,
the Retailers' Advisory Committee sent
telegrams last week to national trade as
sociations of retailers who deal In durable

consumer goods.
The wire read:

"The OfBce of Price Administration has

requested the cooperation of retailers all
over the United States in preventing the
application of retail margins to the man

As an illustration, Commissioner Hel
vering referred to a published statement

Meanwhile, retailers are expecting to
feature their service departments for the
duration of the materials stringency.
Hie program is expected to produce
almost three times the number of new
units needed to replace the 700,000 that

to the effect that manufacturers are pro

wear out annually, but defense officials

hibited from quoting the tax separately,
although they may add the tax as an ele
ment of cost and thereby raise their
prices. This statement is not correct.
The law does not prohibit a manufac
turer from quoting the tax as a separate
charge. When the tax is passed on, the
manufacturer, at his option, may bill the
amount of the tax as a separate item or
include such amount in the sale price of

are encouraging owners of existing equip
ment to conserve carefully the refrig
erators they now own, so that house

the article.

holders not now owning refrigerators may
have first chance at the new models
produced.
The Consumer Division of the Office of

Price Administration has prepared a bul
letin entitled, "Your Refrigerator and

National Defense," urging consumers to
take good care of their refrigerators as

trade association in stating that it con

The law provides a penalty for false
statements to purchasers regarding the
tax. Thus, a person making a statement,
whether written or oral, that any part of
the sale price of an article consists of a
tax imposed by the Federal Government,

are a checking over by a repairman, if
the refrigerator, after it has been prop
erly defrosted and cleaned, runs much
more than when it was new.

ufacturers' excise tax on consumer goods,
effective October 1,

"Your committee feels it Is expressing

the opinion of all retailers and of your

an aid to defense.

The booklet will be

available soon for free distribution.

Among the suggestions for efficient use

siders it is Imperative that no margins

and knowing that such statement is false

should be charged en taxes levied at the

or that the tax is not as great as the por

manufacturing level."
The following is an instance of tax

tion of the sale price ascribed to the

tax, may be subjected upon conviction to

vilian allocation program for this re

pyramiding:

a fine of not more than $1,000, or to im

frigerant was promulgated in August.

prisonment for not more than one year,

The Preon shortage was first felt in
servicing departments. Protests from

A

manufacturer sells an article nor

mally priced at $100 and passes on the
10 percent excise tax by raising the fac
tory price from $100 to $110 to the whole

or to both.

Refrigerator Cut

Because of defense demand for chlo

rine, basic raw material for Preon, a ci

retailers in all sections of the country
that they were unable to service refrig
erating and air-conditioning eqmpment

a

Any immediate reduction In supplies

mark-up of 10 percent, on the $110 price,

of refrigerators to dealers because of the

that was deficient in Freon were instru

instead of on the $100 base, the price to

production cut ordered for domestic me
chanical refrigerators by Donald M.
Nelson, OPM Director of Priorities, last
week, is not expected to be so drastic as

mental in the issuing of the program,
which gave first call on available supplies
of Preon to installed equipment.

the 43,2 percent figure implies.

who previously had access to sufficient

saler.

Should

the

latter

compute

the retailer will be raised to $121 instead
of $120. Then if the retailer in turn cal
culates a mark-up of 40 percent on cost
on $121 instead of $110 he increases the
retail price to $169.40. If the mark-up
had been added separately the tax of

$10 would have raised the retail price
only from $154 to $164, but In pyramid
ing the tax, the wholesaler and retailer
inflated the $10 tax to an Increase of
$15.40, or an Increase of over 50 percent
in passing the tax on to the consumer.
Should such a practice become gen

eral, it would have serious inflationary

effects. Administrator Henderson com-^
ments: "Properly figured, the tax should
be left out of all mark-up calculations.
The threat to the general price structure

Civilian Supply officials point out that

perior trade contacts, were allowed to

monthly factory sales in the 12 months
eaded June 30, 1941; the order applies
to the 5 months from August 1 through

contract supplies only after demands for
servicing existing units were met.

December 31, 1941.

The major part of these 5 months are

characteristically slow months for refrig
erator production, and the limited out
put during the 5 months is only about 2
percent under average output for the

the first 8 months of the year were over

30 percent above the same period last

this threat."

year.

Revenue

Since some of the recent buying was

Guy T. Helvering announced last week

done in anticipation of the limitation
order, the new 10-percent tax on sales

that caution must be exercised in follow

now-curtailed

production;

equipment for the use of some other re

can businessmen will take steps to avert
Internal

their

Sales during the past few months have
been at record levels. Shipments of elec
tric household refrigerators from manu

of

meet

same period last year.

facturers to dealers and distributors for

Commissioner

As a result of the order, supplies of
Fi-eon are now available for servicing
refrigerators. So far, refrigerator man
ufacturers who customarily employ
Freon, have had adequate supplies to
however, should a fm-ther shortage de
velop in the future, manufacturers using

to by distributors of merchandise is real
I am sure that Ameri

quantities of the refrigerant due to su

this percentage is based on the average

if 'pyramiding' of the new tax is resorted
and dangerous.

Manufacturers of new refrigerators,

Freon will be required to redesign their
frigerating gas such as sulphur dioxide,
or methyl chloride. Owners of installed
equipment unable to get replacement
supplies of Pi-eon would have had to make
extensive mechanical changes in their

equipment or lose a considerable part of
the refrigerating efficiency of their ma
chines.
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Ceilings set on carded cotton yams based
on market price of "spot" raw cotton
Oollinff npinoo
Hiroi"tlv 1ratra/4
tn the
tho
Celling
prices directly
keyed to

commercial carded cotton yarns, base

Sinna
tVifl
avoi'Cffc
rln.cino
tlrtr.A
Since
the
average
closing
price of
"spot" cotton on October 2 was 17.01
cents a pound, or 102 points above the
15.99-cent "base", the maximum prices

material for all of the more common

for 20's as of October 3 were 39 cents

grades of cotton fabrics, in a new price
schedule Issued October 4 by OPA Ad

for singles and 43 cents for plied, or one

market price of "spot" raw cotton are
established for the fiiU range of ordinary

ministrator Henderson.

cent a pound above the "base prices."
It is stipulated that carded yard cell

This Is the first formal ceiling in the
cotton goods field incorporating OFA's
recently announced formula for auto

matic adjustments In maximum prices of
yarn and grey goods whenever the market
price of raw cotton declines or advances

ing prices automatically established by
application of the formula shall not
change until the day after "spot" cotton
closing prices show a 44H-point fluctua
tion.

October 7, 1941

by the same manufacturing process. In
the final stages, however, combed yarn
ts put through an additional process
which removes the short cotton fibres,
leaving only the lot^er fibres. This re
sults In a stronger yarn of fine quality
suitable for weaving of fine broadcloths,

lawns, dimities, et^., and for use in the
production of higher grade net goods.
Combed yarn also is used by women's
hosiery mills and by lace, knitting, and
thread mantifacturers.

Carded yarn finds a much wider vari
ety of uses, such as in the weaving of
print cloths and sheetings and in the
manufacture of carpets and rugs, twine,
wire insulation, men's socks, and under
wear.

by a specified nimiber of points.
The formula is also being worked out
for application to combed cotton yarn
and the types of cotton grey goods now
covered by price ceilings, as well as for

The maximum "base prices" set for
carded yarn are 3 cents a pound below
the corresponding numbers of combed
yarn. However, more cotton is wasted
in the production of combed yarn.

the numerous other constructions of cot

ton cloth to be added shortly to the grey

Bence. the revised schedule for that type,
now being prepared, will provide for up

finer counts by high numbers. As the
name implies, "single" refers to yarn
of a single strand, while "plied" is yarn

goods schediile.

ward and downward revisions of maxi

of two or more strands.

In gearing maximum prices for carded
yarn to cotton prices, a base of 15.99 cents

mum combed yam prices on changes of
something less than 44points In raw

Applies only to yam for sale

a pound for raw cotton was used.

cotton prices.

This

was the average price for cotton on 10

"spot" markets on July 19, 1941, when
the prevailing ceilings were established
for combed yarn and grey goods. Using
the 15.99-cent cotton price as a base, the
carded

yarn

schedule

sets

maximum

prices ranging from 35 to 5S cents a

pound for the various numbers in single
ply and from 39 to 60 cents for numbers

of two or more plies.

Adjustments for change of 441/2 points
Adjustments of one-half cent a pound
above and below these "t>ase prices" are
provided for all numbers of yarn, single
or plied, whenever a change of 441/2points
occurs in the price of raw cotton as meas
ured by the average closing price of
•H" middling grade on the 10 "spot"
markets for the previous day.
Using 20's, a leading number, for pur
poses of illustration, the formula works
as follows;
Ceiling prices (cents

"Spot" raw cotton (cents per

per pound)

pound}

Amendment not practical
The first announcement that ceiling
prices would be set for carded cotton

yarn said that this would be done by
amending the combed cotton yarn
schedule, rather than by issuing a sep
arate schedule. Subsequent adoption of
the new price formula, however, made
this impractical.
Normally, carded yarn, excepting cer
tain special grades, sells below equivalent
counts of combed yarn. Since the latter
product has been subject to a schedule
of maximum prices this normal differ

ential has narrowed considerably and in
sCme Instances has disappeared. The
result has been disturbing both to sellers
and users of carded yarns.

Differential for combedand carded yarns
The new schedule, which was drawn
up after consultation with a committee
of carded yarn spinners drawn from the

Cotton Textile Advisory Panel, estab
20's

(single)
14.21-14.65....
H.flft-15.09....
IS.ia-15.54..,
15.55-15.98....

15,99-18.431..
I6.t4-10.87...

15.S8-17.32....
U.23-17.76_.
17,77-18.21....
18.22-18.68

'Base.

(Plied)

lishes a differential between combed and

carded yarn prices reflecting an appro
priate relationship. At the same time,
through use of the new formula, yarn

trading will not be disturbed by changes
in cotton prices.

Both combed and carded cotton yarns
are produced from raw, clean cotton

and, up to a certain point, are made

Yam "numbers'* indicate the diame

ter of the yam, with the coarser diame
ters represented by low numbers and the

Like the combed yam schedule, the
new carded yarn ceiling applies only to

yarn for sale and not to the yams pro
duced for use within the manufacturer's

own plant.

Sales for export are ex

empted from the schedule.
It is provided that once a contract has

been made in conformity with the sched

ule it shall be completed at the stipulated
price, irrespective of any changes in the
ceilings that may occur because of fluctu
ations in raw cotton between the date of

the contract and the date of delivery.
Deliveries under contracts made before

the carded yarn ceiling becomes effective
are to be carried out at prices correlated

In the schedule to the "spot" cotton price
on the day before the contract was en
tered into.

The schedule covers only carded yarn
of ordinary commercial quality. About
10 percent of the total production of
carded yarn is made up of certain special
types. These yarns, the schedule indi
cates. should sell at the customary dif
ferential below or above the prices set for
ordinary commercial grades.
Conferences to flx specific differentials
for special yarns will be held shortly with
yarn manufacturers. It is pointed out
that, under the established policy of OPA,

deliveries of such yarn, once the differen
tials have been fixed, will not be permitted
at higher than ceiling prices, regardless
of commitments to the contrary.

-k
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MEDIATION BOARD ...
Consolidated workers reject agreement
reached before Board; seamen's bonus settled

pute between the Shaw-Box Crane and
Hoist Division of Manning, Maxwell and
Moore, Muskegon, Mich., and the United

Auto Workers' Local 644, APL, over the
tmion's demand for maintenance of mem

The National Defense Mediation Board
last week obtained settlements in two

cases involving 20,440 men and resump

tion of production in three additional
cases where 2,583 men were on strike.

a total of 26 ships In New York, Boston,

union and the company reached an agree

union's demands for bonuses for African

ment In Muskegon October 3.

ports, for the Caribbean Sea and the

Western Pacific, and the proposed in

Consolidated Aircraft Corporation

bership and wage increases. A strike since
September 17 was called off when the

Mobile, Alabama, New Orleans, and
Tacoma, Wash., the panel rejected the

crease in Insurance.

The Board decided

Bituminous coal—Alabama

and captive mines

Aircraft Lodge 1125, International As

that the monthly war bonus should be

sociation of Machinists, AFL. at a meet

$80 Instead of the $60 rww prevailing,

ing in San Diego, Calif., October 5, re
fused to ratify the agreement reached

because of the recent losses of and dam

bama coal mines and of the United Mine

age to American vessels. The Board rec

Workers of America, CIO, October 3

before

ommended a raise in the rate for the Port

that it had sufficient Information on
which to make recommendations for set

the

Mediation

Board

2

days

earlier between the union's represent
atives and the representatives of Con
solidated Aircraft Corporation.
The union had demanded an increase
of 10 cents an hour and when the com

pany refxtsed to grant more than a 5cent Increase, the union voted to strike
the company's 27,000 employees on Sep
tember 29.

of Suez from $75 to $100 plus $3 a day

for each day after the first 5 days in port.
Increases are retroactive to August 16.

The recommendations were accepted
subject to ratification by the representa
tives of the Sailors Union of the Pacific,

AFL, and the companies involved. The
representatives of the Seafarers Inter

Following 2 days of

hearings, the

Board told the representatives of the Ala

tling the dispute and would do so as soon
as possible. The case involves 22,500
miners and the main issues still in dis

pute are a demand by the union for a
40tf increase in the daily wage and aboli
tion of the washer loss clause in the con

tract. Hearings in the dispute between
the captive coal mine operators and the

The case was certified to

national Union, AFL, agreed to carry

the Board September 24, and even before

these recommendations to their members

United Mine Workers of America will be

the Board wired the parties, the union
Issued statements in San Diego to the
effect that there was no need to strike
since the case had been turned over to
the Mediation Board. Terms of the

and explain to them why it was in the

resumed October 7.

union's interest to aceept and to explain
"the membership's responsibility in con

After 5 days, the Board on October 3
adjourned the hearings on the dispute

agreement wliich was subsequently re

nection with these recommendations."

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.
After 3 days of hearings, the Board
obtained an agreement for settling the

jected were not revealed.

Shipowners

union shop and wage dispute between the

The Board last week took an unprec

edented step in its recommendations for
settling the war bonus dispute between
the shipping companies and the Sea
farers International Union and the Sail
ors Union of the Pacific, both AFL. If the
recommendations are finally accepted by
all parties, future disputes over the war
bonus question will go through a three-

step settlement procedure before a strike
can be called. The first step is collective
bargaining between the unions and ship
owners; the second, an appeal to the
U. S. Conciliation Service for assistance,

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co..
Mahwah, N. J., and the International
Molders and Foundry Workers Union.
Local 315, AFL. Terms of the agreement
were not revealed and were subject to

ratification by the union. A strike of
440 men since July 28 was called off Sep
tember 24 at the request of the Board,
After 2 days of hearings on the issue

tion October 2 at three plants of the
Breeze Corporations, Inc., in Newark and
Elizabeth, N. J. The Board immediately

company accepted after a month's de
liberation and the men returned to work.

Informed the international officers of the

board upon the request of the director of

would not resume consideration of the
case until the men returned to work. At

that procedure has been followed and

a meeting of the union the morning of
October 3, the men voted to call off the

the three-man Presidential

strike and return to work on the after

has

dispute.

This procedure will be effective

would make any wage increases retroac
union had accepted the recommendations

United Automobile Workers, CIO, that it

board

nation and containing a clause which

strike involving 1,600 men halted produc

three-man fact-finding

made recommendations for settling the

for a return to work without dlscrimini-

tive to the date of return to work.

President of a

Ships cannot be tied up until after

It would appoint a special representative
to investigate the Issues and report back
his findings. The union had called off
its strike of 600 men at the company's
plant in Barberton, Ohio. September 18
after the company accepted Interim rec
ommendations from the Board providing

of wage classifications, an unauthorized

and the third, the appointment by the

the U. S. Conciliation Sarvice.

between the Ohio Brass Co. and the

United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America, Local 747, CIO.
Unable to obtain an agreement between
the parties, the Board announced that

noon shift. Accordingly, hearings were
resumed the following morning and con

until November 1, 1943.
As for the immediate dispute which

tinued over the week end.

resulted in an 11-day strike that tied up

necessity for Board hearings la the dis

Agreement was reached without the

when they were made August 14.

The

The

The Steel Workers Organizing Com
mittee. CIO, Informed the Board October
4 that It was calling off its strike of 400
men at the plant of the Arcade Malleable

Iron Works. Worcester, Mass., pursuant
to a Board request which followed cer
tification the previous day.

The strike,

which had lasted 2 months, grew out of
the union's demands for increased wages
and a union shop.

The company makes

torpedoes and aircraft engine parts.
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HOUSING ...
privately built defense housing has

Priorities mean sacrifice but not ruin

amounted to several times as many
dwellings as those built by the Govern

for mortgage bankers, Palmer asserts
Priorities for defense housing do not

ment.

units and have let contracts for over

mean that the mortgage banker will be

60.000 more.

put out of business. Defense Housing

Despite this, the Job is no nearer com
pletion than it was a year ago because
of the continued expansion of the whole
defense program as the country grad

Coordinator Charles P. Palmer told the

Mortgage Bankers Association of Amer

ica on October 3, but "1 must tell you
bluntly that you face sacrifices."
Excerpts from Mr. Palmer's address

ually swings into its stride.

But these

figures really are of secondary impor
tance, because the first job of defense

follow:

For many weeks I have been working

housing coordination has been to bring in

with OPM to set up a procedure to grant

as much private construction as possible.

priorities aid to the home building In

Govemment couldn't do it all

dustry. That procedure went into effect
September 22.
It will assure priority

aid for 200,000 privately financed de
fense homes. In other words, private in
dustry can now be sure of getting the
critical materials needed to house 200,000
families of defense workers.

The reasons for this policy were en
tirely practical. If we had attempted
to do the whole job with public funds,
the program would have been more log
ical on paper, but would have bogged
down in practice.

The weU-organized

and efBclent building organizations of the

"Mortgage business will continue"

Government

Prom your point of view this means
that mortgage business will continue to

panded with serious loss of efficiency, and

would

have been

overex-

the facilities of the numerous private
contractors who are capable of rapid and

be done in this country and that the de
fense program is not going to put you
out of business. At the same time, I

economical construction would have been

must tell you bluntly that you face sac

same as that of the whole defense pro

rifices.

gram, to use all existing organizations
to their full capacity with as little con

The mortgage business

to be curtailed.

going

These defense homes

cannot exceed $6,000 in value and must
be built in defense areas for defense

families.

wasted.

Our

objective

has

been

the

fusion and delay as is humanly possible.
Progress has been good so far, and the

we come to & new problem, the

^fflcult matter of priorities in materials.
Her© also, the Government has no in
tention of favoring public housing as
sucU. but only of favoring whatever use
of
materials is deemed to be most
valua^ble for defense.

VVhile we are continuing under the

system of priorities to encourage all pos
sible private housing construction In
defei^se areas, necessarily the priorities
will reduce building activity in other

parts of the country. This effect will

be a hardship both to investors and to
contractors and workers in the nondefense areas. To some degree, the curtaiiinent of nondefense construction will
be relieved by transfer of workers, by
contractors bidding for jobs in defense
area^' 2nd by transfer of capital or Its
temporary investment in defense bonds.
Another feature that will help to relieve
the distortion of defense construction Is
the spreading of defense contracts by
subcontracting, a difficult job that is
being tackled and that deserves to be
encouraged by everyone who Is interestec3 in easing the burden that must be
carried.

You cannot expect "business

as usual" under these conditions.

But

we cannot build America's defenses un

less we all make sacrifices, and, in the
housing field, this means that ail our

energies must be devoted to housing es

1,835 defense homes listed
as completed in week

sential for defense.

Charles P. Palmer, Coordinator of De
fense Housing, announced October 2 that

I do not bring you the message that
we in Washington guarantee through

families of defense workers and enlisted

the housing priorities system continued
normal prosperity for mortgage banking.

I can, however, assure you that this
priorities plan does guarantee certsJn
things.

Problem ofmaterial priorities

It means that mortgage bank

ing will not be ruined by a sudden dras

tic curtailment of private bxiilding; It
means that you will continue to serve
the country's economic system In a

highly Important way.

Using private builders
Aside from

handling priorities, the

work of the Defense Housing Coordinator

has consisted of two parts, only one of
which Is shown by the statistics of houses
built by the Govenunent. Public agen
cies have completed over 86,000 housing

1,895 new publicly financed homes for
personnel had been completed during the
week, ending September 27, making a to
tal of 38,395 now ready for occupancy.
With 715 homes going into construc
tion during the week, the total of publicly
financed homes completed or now being

built reached 91,213.
Federal funds have already been al
lotted for 118.935 defense homes.
PHA-inspected
privately
financed
homes started during the week, totaled
4,732. Since January 1941, such homes
niunbering 166,161 have gone Into con
struction.

The total number of dormitory imlts
for occupancy by single defense workers
has reached 5,578.

President approves plan
for 1,400 more homes
president Roosevelt determined Octo
ber 2 tliat a need exists for 1,400 homes
for families of industrial defense work
ers
enlisted personnel in five local
ities, upon recommendation of Defense
Housing Coordinator Palmer,
III addition, the President approved

provision of 50 dwelling units and the

construction of a trailer park under the
tenjporary shelter program of the Divi
sion o' Defense Housing Coordination.
Tlie 'trailer park will provide facilities for
jj^jjjilies of workers who own trailers
parked under unsanitary conditions.
TU® program follows:
pgrmanent: Pittsfield, Mass., 100; As
toria" Oreg.. 100; Portland, Oreg., 400:
Texa^kana, Texas-Ark., 400; Tacoma,
WasJ^-

Temporary shelter: Seneca County, N.
Y 'Trailer Park; Pascagoula, Miss., 50.
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(Information furnished through Office of Agricultural Defense Relations,
V. S. Department of Agriculture)

AGRICULTURE.

Billion dollars' worth of United States food
destined for Britain in next 5 months
A billJon dollars' worth of food from
America's farms Is scheduled to go to
Great Britain In the 6 months from Octo

ber 1941 through February 1942.

That figure was used by Secretary of
Agriculture Wlckard in discussing the
importance of American agricultural
products to the United Kingdom and
other countries resisting aggression.

A statement by Mr. Wickard follows;
In a sense, food products have been
the most important products going to

Fifty percent of Britain's meat was im
ported. Cheese Is an essential part of

ther

percent of Britain's normal supply had
to be Imported. More than onu-third of

made as plans develop for new items or
increased quantities. The proposal has

percent and is still growing, but it cannot
begin to make up the deficiency caused

past.

by the war.

Britain must import

It imported about two-thirds of its food,
relying on a continuous flow of supplies

The United Kingdom is getting from
Canada about all of the food which can
be provided by that country.
The United states has assumed the
responsibility of supplying some of the
remaining British food needs. Up to

from abroad.

August 31, 1941, there has been allo-

Rockefeller establishes new division

to set up Tropical Agriculture Institute
Plans for the establishment of an In

been made that an additional allotment

into up to February 28, 1942.

.This may be even more true in the

ter-American Institute of Tropical Agri
culture were advanced September 27
when Nelson A. Rockefeller, Coordinator
of Inter-American Affairs, announced

being

chases made and commitments entered

months just ahead than In those just

The United Kingdom is a densely popu
lated island that cannot possible produce
enough to feed itself. In normal times.

currently

these items are the principal protein

Great Britain has been Increased by 25

the amount of food furnished England

are

estimate of funds needed for the com

might have made impossible a continua

lowered the effectiveness of the British

fighting forces, a substantial decrease In

allocations

Britain's eggs were supplied from foreign
sources. For fresh fish, the United King
dom relied largely on its own fishermen,
but all canned fish was imported.
Ninety-two percent of the consumption
of oils and fats were Imported. Among

tion of the fight against Nazi Germany.

While a decrease in the number of planes
or other munitions supplied would have

about 433 million dollars for this pur
pose from the money appropriated for
agricultural, industrial, and other com
modities under the Defense Aid Supple
mental Appropriation Act of 1941. Fur

the British workingman's diet, but 75

foods. The countries from v;hich they
came are now to a very great extent in
accessible to the United Kingdom.
In an effort to relieve the food and
feed position, British agriculture has ex
tended itself as far as was humanly pos
sible. The acreage under the plow in

Great Britain under the Lend-Lease Act.

cated to the Department of Agriculture

Secretary of Agriculture, when he out
lined its objectives as fellows to the

Eighth American Scientific

Congress

of a billion dollars be provided in a new
appropriation. This is the very lowest
modities the Department has promised
to supply to Britain. It Includes pur

One-tfaird for pork products
Almost a

third of the billion-dollar

total is for pork products.

The British

people would prefer to have beef, but we
have no beef surplus in this country, so

they are taking pork, cured pork and
canned pork chiefly, together with the
lard that is a byproduct of the hogs that

are raised to get this pork. In 1942 we
hope to supply the British with some 1 Vz
billion pounds of pork and lard.
For dairy products and eggs, another
third of the billion dollars is Intended.
The situation with regard to dairy prod
ucts presents greater difficulties, so far
as production is concerned, than pork.
Dairy products are not normally pro
duced in sufficient quanties to provide
an export surplus. In fact, we ordinar
ily depend upon a small net importation
to meet United States requirements, yet.
In 1942, we are planning to supply the
United Kingdom with products from some
4V^ to 5 billion pounds of milk.

A half billion dozen eggs

held in Washington in May 1940;
" 'Promotion of a better-balanced agri

We ordinarily import a small part of

cultural economy in the Western Hemi

our total egg requii-ements, yet we plan

sphere: preparation of comprehensive
data on the agricultural problems of the
American republics: development of a
broad knowledge of tropical agricultural
pests and diseases: solution of serious
problems in crop and animal production;

to supply the United Kingdom with

and creation of understanding among

amounts which must actually be paid

Vice President Wallace.
Dr. Bressman was assistant director

future agricultural leaders of the Amer

out by February 28. 1942.
American farmers are supplying the

of the Office of Foreign Agricultural Re

"Other activities of the division will be
concerned with maintaining liaison and

the establishment of a Division of Agri
culture in the Coordinator's Office and

the appointment of Dr. Earl N. Bressman
as director of the new division.
The new division will have as its pri

mary objective the establishment and
operation of the proposed Institute of
Tropical Agriculture, long advocated by

lations of the United States Department

of Agriculture before joining the Coor
dinator's staff.

Mr. Rockefeller said:

"This project was first publicly an

nounced by Vice President Wallace, as

icas.'

close cooperation with the Departments
of State and Agriculture in carrying out
agricultural surveys in the other Ameri
cas and in carrying out the resulting rec
ommendations."

about a half billion dozen eggs In 1942.
For most of the other items—includ

ing tobacco, cotton, and a number of
vitamin-rich fruit and vegetable prod
ucts—the billion dollars include only the

British people with invaluable quantities
of food. It is not to be thought, how
ever, that this will keep the British In
luxury or even restore their food consumpton to the level prevailing before
the war. On the contrary, the level be

ing aimed at Is only a safe minimum.
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TRANSPORTATION...
Budd reports on a year's activities

AIRPLANES

in trcuisportation for defense
Transportation Commissioner Ralph
Budd, OEM, reported September 27 on a
year of defense transportation. His
summary was made in the course of a
speech to the Veterans' Association of

the Burlington Lines, at Des Moines,
Iowa.

Excerpts follow:

as other means of transport arc available
to move necessary trafl3c. There are
about 600,000 for-hire trucks In the coun
try and more of them should be built, to
meet

requirements.

Por-hlre

trucks

constitute such an essential part of
our transportation economy that there

INLAND WATERWAYS

On the Great Lakes, where always a
tremendous voliime of such strategic

should be no difficulty in obtaining neces
sary materials to maintain the existing
fleets and to make substantial enlarge

commodities as iron ore and coal are

ment.

moved, the defense effort has required
the movement of a greater volume of iron
ore than ever was handled before. Be
cause of the prime Importance of keep

ing blast furnaces supplied, everything
possible

has been

done

to

facilitate

handling of Iron ore to and from the
docks as well as on the Lakes. This In
volved extra ice-breaking service which
enabled the earliest start of navigation in

the history of lake-carrier operations. It
also Involves new legislation which en
ables the use of Canadian boats In lake

service between United States ports, and

the carrying of heavier cargoes through
relaxing restrictions as to the load-limit
line of boats operating on the Lakes.

The entire cargo fleet Is being operated
at capacity and several new records have
been made of tonnage handled.
Arrangement has been made for ad
ditional steaming facilities to thaw ore
In cars at Upper Lake ports which will
enable shipments to continue late in the
season of navigation. Ice-breaking serv

ice is being arranged through the coop
eration of the Coast Guard. In order to
extend Lake cargo operation later than

usual. Plans are being made already
for Ice-breaking service in the spring of
1942. The Lake Cargo fleet also has
handled a heavy coal traffic from the
lower lake ports to Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan ports, although the coal
strike substantially reduced this move
ment until midsummer.

Barges and boats operating on our
rivers and canals are, with minor excep
tions, handling all the freight they can
carry.

As to the smaller types of trucks of
which there are about four million, It
would seem that no great hardship would
be suffered if that number were not sub
stantially Increased, but new trucks and
repair parts should be provided to replace
worn-out trucks and to keep existing
trucks in repair.
Buses. The most critical commercial

transportation shortage which exists to
day Is In the field of buses and street

cars.

Manufacturers apparently prefer

to build trucks and automobiles rather

Trucks. There has been a shortage
of for-hire trucks for some time but this

upon what they can spare from time to
time. So long as there Is ample trans

portation by highway and railway, the
shortage of airplanes means only slower
traveling for those who are unable to
secure air passage between points In the
United States.
RAILROADS

Passenger Equipment. Increasing vol
ume of troop movements for maneuvers

and other Governmental purposes, and
on furlough, together with the fact that
there are no priorities covering material
for passenger equipment, may lead to
some stringency in travel.

The railroads

have been urged to Increase their standby
supply of passenger cars by discontinuing
some passenger service. As Transporta
tion Commissioner, I recently addressed
a letter to all of the State Public Utilities

Commissions outlining the necessity for
this program in the interest of National
defense. The response to this suggestion

than buses but there Is a real public

has been helpful, and in many instances

necessity and a real defense need for

arrangements have been made to discon

Increasing the number of buses, both
city and lnt€r-clty, and for making
moderate increases in the number of
streetcars. It Is also vital that repair
parts should be provided to keep the
existing units In full operation. Some
special effort seems to be necessary in
behalf of these particular forms of trans
portation, or the handling of employees
at many defense plants and also civilians
jwho wish to use uiban and Interurban
transportation will suffer. . . . Steps
should be taken Immediately to alleviate
the situation. The matter Is being han
dled to that purpose.
PIPELINES

tinue trains where this can be done with
out much Inconvenience.

Freight Equipment. Since the railroads
still handle nearly two-thirds of the total
freight trafBc of the Nation and since
durli^ the World War the railroad ma
chine became clogged and service was un
satisfactory. it is only natural that the
spotlight of attention should be focused
on the adequacy of railroad service.
From the beginning of the Advisory Com
mission my oflQce has been engaged in a
constant study of railroad trafBc demand,
present and prospective, and has made
recommendations to the raihoads as to

necessary equipment to meet the require
ments. In July 1940, I recommended
that the total ownership of railroad cars

There has been no shortage of pipe-line
capacity up to the present time, but on
account of the withdrawal of tankers,

be built up from 1,648.698 to 1,700,000.
This program was adopted by the carriers

pipe-line construction is being proposed

and necessary equipment was ordered.

because that means of transportation is

Due to inability to obtain material, prin

more economical than railroad tank cars

cipally steel, the program is now 20,000
cars short of schedule and worse still the

or highway trucks.
TRUCKS AND BUSES

There Is a shortage of planes for com
mercial aviation, but It appears that the
direct need of the Army and Navy for
airplane manufacturing capacity is such
that civilian supply will have to depend

While there is a con

siderable surplus of tank cars, It is doubt
ful that all of the requirements which
may arise on account of the withdrawal

cannot be called serious because it does

of tankers from intercoastal service can

not impede defense production so long

be taken care of by that means.

rate of production has declined to only
3,880 cars in August. With the increase
in the defense program and the adop
tion of Lend-Lease a new proposal was
made early in 1941 that by October 1,
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1942, the railroads should increase their

freight car ownership to 1,800,000.

HEALTH AND WELFAR

of 160,000 cars during the next year.
This goal can be attained only if material

FSA has approved 256 recreation buildings
to be paid for by U. S., McNutt reports

This
program would entail replacing cars re
tired as well as adding 100,000 to the
goal previously set, or a building program

is made available.
★

★

Calling public recreation a vital ele

★

CARLOADiNGS REACH NEW

Nutt, Federal Security

than one-tenth of these buildings are

Administrator,

fore the Twenty-sixth National Recrea

Revenue freight carloadings during the
week ended September 27 reached a new
peak for the year with a total of 919,510
cars, an increase of 11.8 percent over the
822,434 cars loaded during the corre

sponding week in 1940.

Increases were

registered In all major commodities ex

cept livestock which showed a decrease
of 5.7 percent. The details follow;

tion Congress, meeting September 29 in
Baltimore, Md.

Administrator McNutt,

who, as Director of Defense Health and

Welfare Services, is responsible for the

Oraia

and

products

Pcrcont

1940

iomasa

grain
<0,480

39.392

in, 513
170.7.S9

3M.710

17.517
1S8.484
11.690
40,668
67,215
IM,034
329,434

919. SIO

822.434

11.8

31.263.4S4

26,590,040

17.6

...

L!vo5tock

13,900

Forest products....

40,2^8

Ore
Merchandise l.c.l...
Mlscetlaaeous

71, 2fi7
593

Toial

2.8
•5.7
7.7

13 9
13.8
fi.O
l.fi
21.3

OumulactTe (30
weeks)
> Deeron.se.

*
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Silk substitution section

the Silk Substitution Section, Division
of Purchases, of an error in Form

a scale hitherto undreamed of, we must
the

leadership

necessary

to

PWA has assigned to General Somervell

national defense. . . . Cities, towns, and
villages all over the country are being
inundated by servicemen on leave, and
by defense workers. . . .

the construction work.

$150,000,000 for commuoity aid
On the last day of June, Congress

planning had been done, the business of

the law and the money. Of that money—
a Federal appropriation of $150,000,000—

we have been able to secure about $17,buildings.

construction of recreation
The remainder will be used

hospitals, clinics, sanitation systems, and

"All possible speed"

Producers were Instructed to return to

within 3 months, after ground is broken.
Iliat means substantially all buildings
finished by next January.

Defeose towns resourceful

nor interested private agencies, nor indi
vidual citizens, have been sitting around

Although considerable advance

water lines.

column seven."

luck. In 2 months, and in any event

to build recreation centers in defense
areas.

of 100 denier yarn.
As corrected, the formula reads:

of such item in column three, but not
by more than two hundred, and multiply
the result by one hundred to obtain the
equivalent of one hundred denier in

He counts on

buildings completed, with

And meantime, neither the Federal
Government nor the local communities,

rayon yarn ordered into the equivalent

ordered In column two by the denier

having the

passed the Community Facilities BUI,
under which Federal funds may be used

for equally essential facilities—schools,

"Divide the pounds of each item being

adapt the auditorium for double duty

And we

recreation during recent years.

former users of silk.

converting

standard building would serve; or to

must also man the recreation sector in

PD-113, which is to accompany all or
ders for the rayon yarn set aside for
tained in the formula for

vide more accommodations because there
are more men to take care of than the

gone through . . . the Federal Works
Agency and the Budget Bureau and had
been approved by the President. The

000,000 fcr

The error was con

In these cases, the additional

hall: or to conform to city ordinances
with respect to fireproof construction.
As of last Saturday, 62 plans had already

As we prepare for national defense on

could not be undertaken until we had

Former users of silk and producers of
rayon yarn were notified October 3 by

epiece.

expenditure is required in order to pro

program, said in part:

preparing applications and specific plans

corrects order form

estimated to cost more than $100,000

as both a gymnasium and entertainment

maintain the great gains made in public
IMl

Less

present Nation-Wide defense recreation

provide

CARLOADINGS, WEEK ENDED SEPT. 27

Of these, 234 are to be located

in the continental United States.

spoke on "The America We Defend" be

PEAK FOR YEAR

Agency.

ment in national defense, Paul V. Mc

The Federal Works Agency and the
Federal Security Agency have had to lay
cut the entire program for all these ex
penditures.

I need not tell you there are plenty of

v/aiting

for

somebody

There are still a

else

to

start.

few towns where men

looking for a place to spend their leave
can chcose only between the sidewalks,
the honky-tonks and their even more
questionable neighbors.

The typical defense town today may
be overcrowded and hard-pressed. But it
Is on the job . .. Lacking other facilities,
local recreation committees have been

ingenious in utilizing high school gyms,
church parlors, country clubs, vacant
stores, and family living rooms. The
agencies of the USO are operating in
temporary quarters, pending completion
of the Federal buildings which they will
staff.

The National Recreation Associa

tion has given all possible assistance. Ail
in all. tile composite pictme is one of
community hospitality that is spon

headaches in . . . this omnibus enter

taneous,

prise. It has been carried through with
all possible speed—with due consideration

friendly .. .

openhanded

and

genuinely

the manufacturer any of the forms in
which the wrong formula was used, to
enable the manufacturer to prepare a

for both the magnitude and the urgency

America needs recreation now

of this undertaking . . .
Some 256 recreation buildings have

and they need it now as part of national

correct certificate.

been approved by the Federal Security

defense.

The American people need recreation—

-k
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE . . .
Mrs. Roosevelt calls on youth
to find its part in emergency
In her first public appearance as As

OCD committees start work

on fire defense program

own to make, and It should be In the

sistant Director of tlie OfiBce of Civilian

realm of leadership of thought, and of

Defense, Mrs. Eleanor Ecogevelt on
October 2 participated in a radio sym
posium on "College Students and Civilian

vision for the future."

Defense." over the Columbia Broadcast

Manual planned
Miss Beaver said that among the early

ing System.

objectives of the Office of Civilian De

The broadcast, sponsored by the Inter
national Student Service of New York,
Included the following participants:
Stirling Tomklns, Jr., junior chairman of
the Yale Daily News; Jane Seaver, youth

fense is the preparation of a manual of
projects in which young people may par
ticipate.

Concluding

the

symposium,

Mrs.

Roosevelt said;

"When all is said and done, the basic

Subcommittees of the advisory com

mittee on civilian fire defense recently
named by OCD Director LaGuardia were
engaged October 2 in preparing a national

civilian fire defense program. In addi
tion to the study of fire prevention and
protection, the advisory committee will
study such questions as procurement,
production, and maintenance of auxiliary
fire-fighting apparatus.

Brig. Gen. L. D. Gasser. of the board
of civilian protection of the Office of Ci

vilian Defense, outlined the general prob

representative of the Volunteer Partici
pation Committee of the Office of Civilian

thing which must move all of us in this

lems of fire prevention and protection to

Defense; Louise Morley, conference sec

country, is our sense of responsibility as

retary of International Student Service
and chairman of the Youth Subcommit

Indlvidxials to the future of Democracy.

tee of the Advisory Committee of the Na

speech, of discussion, and of meeting, and

tional

of final expression at the polls, must be

the committee. William T. French, liai
son officer, OCD, submitted to the com
mittee the program thus far developed
by the fire defense section of the civilian
protection division of the Office of Civil

Youth

Administration:

Jane

We must realize that the freedoms of

Plimpton, chairman of the Vassar Po

preserved for

litical Association; Elizabeth Robertson
of the Texas State College for Women,

Without them the future would be dark

who Is president of the National Student

Federation of America; and Joseph P.
Lash, general secretary of International

In her opening statement, Mrs. Roose
velt said:

"I am Interested in the part that young
people play today in public affairs, for
the very good reason that unless youth
today is interested, not only in the part
they can play in the present emergency,
but In their responsibility for action
when peace comes, we may find ourselves

the world.

indeed, for you young people. With
them, you can accomplish all the dreams
you have for a better world for all of us."
★

Student Service.

"Unless youth is interested . .

us and for

♦

*

elected chairman of the committee and

Mr. French, secretary.

Other members:

National Fire Protection Association; W. W.

School committee formulating
plans to protect pupils

Dean, fire prevention section. Office ot the
Quartermaster

General,

War

Department;

Daniel A. Deasy, chief. Mew Yorlc Fire Depart
ment. consxUtaDt of

the

Office

of Civilian

tlefense; Commander Harold K. Hughes, Bu
reau of Yards and Docks. Navy Department;
W. H. Palmer, chief, Fire Department. Char

Methods to protect the lives of ele
mentary and high school pupils and
school properties were adopted October 1
by a committee of public, parochial, and
other private school administrators,
meeting as a committee under auspices

cxUtural ChemlEtry and Engineering, Depart
ment of Agriculture; George J. Richardson,
aecretory-treaaurer. International Association

of the Office of Civilian Defense.

D. C.; R. E. Wilson. Insurance Committee for

repeating many of the mistakes which

An official statement of the committee

said: "The personnel of school staffs must

Youth's obligatioD

George W. Booth, chief engineer of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, was

W. E. Bittner. Bssistant director of pur
chases. OPM; Horatio Bond, chief engineer.

history, I think, will say we committed
in the 1920's.

ian Defense.

«be organized to perform their respective
functions. Some must be given special
technical training, such as first-aid; that

lotte, N. C.. representative of International
Association of Fire Chiefs; Dr. David J. Price,

principal chemical engineer, Bureau of Agrl>

of Fire Fighters, AFL Building. Washington.
the Protection of American Ind\ist7lal Plants.

Subcommittees named by the advisory
committee include:
Policy: Mr. Booth, Mr. Bond, Mr. Rich
ardson. and Dr. Price. Training: Mr. Rich

Those who do understand how

requires months. Buildings must be
equipped with special apparatus and ma

ardson. Chief Palmer, Chief Deasy. and Mr.
Bond. Consultants: W. Fred Helsler. asso

Important are the problems of today,

terials to deal with bombs and their

have an oblifeation to communicate their
concern to others of their generation.

effects.

Oklahoma Agriculture and Mechanical Col
lege. StUlwater. Okla., and James R. Coxen, of

The young people who have the privilege

school system must be established.

of a college education, because of their
contacts with the faculty, and with peo
ple who are taking part in the world of
affairs, have an opportunity to study the
past and the present, and to have a
vision for the future. They are no wiser
than other young people because they
lack certain vital experiences in life that
other young people may have had. but
they have a special contribution of their

tralized organization and control must,

"Young people leam best from young
people.

Unusual means of communica

ciate director. School of Technical Training.
the United Btatea Office of Education.

tion with and between the parts of the
Cen

In certain respects, give way to decen
tralization. Children and those in

charge of them must acquire new habits
and abilities necessary in this new kind
of emergency—old fire drills are not

★

★

★

Internes from 15 republics
begin study in United States

dren to reach their homes or to stay
in school under unusual time and space

Tliirty-seven medical inte'-nes from 16
other American Republics have begun a
year's study in leading United States
medical Institutions, it was announced
last week by Nelson A. Rockefeller, Co

conditions."

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.

enough.

Plans must be made for chil

★
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Methanol from wood

Henderson refuses rise in lumber prices

put under price ceiling

asked by Virginia, North Carolina mills

Methanol made from wood, commonly
known as wood alcohol, a basic industrial
chemical that has advanced sharply in

prices while markets for synthetic meth
anol have held firm at much lower levels.

Is brought under a uniform ceiling at 60
cents a gallon, delivered east of the Mis
sissippi, In a price schedule announced
October 4 by Leon Henderson. West of
the Mississippi a maximum price of 63
cents is set.

A request for an over all Increase of
$2.00 per 1,000 board feet in the estab
lished maximum prices for No. 2 grade
Southern pine lumber produced in Vir

ginia and North Carolina was refused

able or unfavorable situations with re

derson.

spect to freight rates. It would end in
a "complete delivered price or basing
point system" for the Industry. Such a
system would mean that there would be
only one price to the consumer whether
he is next door to, or five hundred miles

Contend costs are higher
Pi-eight rates on 1,000 board feet of
lumber from Virginia and North Carolina
mills to such major industrial centers

as New York, Philadelphia, and Balti

In previous years, prices of wood al
cohol have been largely governed by the
price of synthetic methanol, which is
competitive for most uses. However,

more are from $2.50 to $5.00 less than
freight charges to these centers from
Georgia mills. Under the OPA price
schedule, ceiling prices at mills are the

with demand greatly stimulated by the
defense program, wood alcohol markets
recently have become disordered. Prices
quoted publicly during the third quarter

same In all Southern States for given

showed advances of 25 percent or more

vantage of this difference in freight rates

and large sales have l)een made at prices

by adding $2 per 1,000 board feet to the
celling price in their States. They also

grades of lumber.

The Virginia and North Carolina mills
asked that they be permitted to take ad

contended that their costs were higher
than in other States.

gallon during the first three quarters of
1941 and the largest producer has an
nounced a reduction of 2 cents a gallon

for the foiurth quarter. This producer
and the three other companies responsi
ble for virtually the entire United States
output of synthetic methanol have
agreed with the OfBce of Price Adminis
tration not to raise prices without at
least 30 days' advance notice to OPA.

Covers containers of 50 gallons or more
The new schedule on methanol from

wood, which covers all transactions in
containers of 50 gallons or more, sets a

maximum price of 60 cents a gallon, de
livered In tank car lots, for the four prin

cipal grades of wood alcohol sold east
of the Mississippi River. West of the
Mississippi 3 cents a gallon may be added
to the base ceiling price.

When sales in any territory are made
in carload quantities in drums or other
containers, the schedule allows the addi
tion of 6 cents a gallon. In the case of
less-than-carload

sales

in

drums

or

other containers, 16 cents may be added.
The four grades named In the sched
ule are: Denaturing, pure. 95 percent,

and 97 percent.

The percentage desig

nations shall include all approximations

Increases such as the one requested
would set up differentials between prices
received by mills based solely on favor

October 3 by OPA Administrator Hen

Some quotations up 25 percent

far above any published figure.
In contrast to the infiatlonary situa
tion in wood alcohol, synthetic methanol
prices have held steady at 30 cents a

Mr. Henderson rejected the request for
the following reasons;

Consumer Division adds
four to field stafi

from the mill.

Others could claim same treatment
If this increase were allowed a similar

increase coiUd justifiably be claimed by
all areas where freight rates were lower
than those from the more remote areas.

Actually. Mr. Henderson said, the max
imum prices established in the Southern
Pine schedule (Price Schedule No. 19)

provide a ceiling that is liberal in relation
to cc«ts for the entire producing area.

"Dry wash" rating for
washing machines urged

Appointment of four new members of

Minimum standards of performance

the field staff of the Consumer Division.

and a uniform method of rating capaci
ties of domestic washing machines,

Office of Price Administration, was an

nounced September 30 by Harriet Elliott,

which could be used by manufacturers

Associate Administrator of OPA. The
new field workers are: John W. Edelman,

and distributors in informing consumers

of Arlington. Va.. special consultant on

hold laundry equipment, were explored
at a meeting in Washington. September
29. by the American Standards Associa

the consumer problems of labor; Samuel
Jacobs, of Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Loretta
Vrooman, of Des Molnes, Iowa, regional
representatives for the Midwest; and
Mrs. Ethel P. Haselkorn, associate field
representative for the New York and
New England area.
★

★

★

OPA corrects

of the service to be expected from house

tion's committee on defense emergency
standards for domestic washing ma

chines. The meeting was attended by
representatives of the Industry.

"Dry wash" measure urged
The committee unanimously agreed to
recommend that manufacturers desig
nate washing-machine capacity in terms

silk price schedule

of "pounds of dry wash" In place of the

The Office of Price Administration an
nounced October 4 an amendment to its

nical subcommittee was named to de
velop a standard method for testing the
washing effectiveness of laundering
equipment In order to provide prospec
tive purchasers with uniform informa

raw silk price schedule to correct an error.
In table II of appendix A the maximum

price of yellow China silk, grade E, 13-15
to 18-20 denier, inclusive, should read
$2.96, instead of $3.96, according to the
The amendment is effec

dozen-odd methods now in use. A tech

tion.

Another subcommittee was named

to work out definitions and minimum
standards for other requirements of

thereof, it Is stipulated. Sworn state
ments of compliance with the maximum

amendment.

tive as of September 30, 1941, the date

washing machines such as safety and

prices are required by the schedule.

table n was Issued.

durability.

★
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WElAND
OEM DEFENSE PHOTO

UNITED WE STAND . . . The 10-foot

red-white-and-blue streamer repro
duced above has been issued by the
Division of Information, OEM. for dis
play in defense plants. Three-column mats of the poster are available
to newspapers and other publications
on request to the Distribution Section,
Information Division, Office for Emer
gency Management, Washington, D. C.

"Fl5dng squadron" of engineers to visit
areas threatened with defense unemployment
A "flying squadron" of 50 engineers to
determine whether industries threatened

with priorities unemplojTnent can be
converted to defense production will be
established immediately, Floyd B. Odium,
Director of the Contract Distribution Di

vision of OPM, announced October 1.
Mr. Odium made the announcement at

Gardner heads Cork Branch,
Murray chief of Rubber
An article printed In Defense Sep

tember 30 made It appear that P. W.
Gardner had been appointed chief of the
Rubber Branch in 0PM.

Mr. Gardner

beads the new Cork and Asbestos
Branch, in the Materials Division. The

Rubber and Rubber Products Branch, in
the Civilian Supply Division, is in charge
of Barton Murray.
★

★

★
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placed with these firms.
Mr. Odium told the committee that

the number of priorities unemployment
cases now being investigated by the La
bor and Contract Distribution Divisions

for certification represented "only a flea
bite" compared with the total number
expected in coming weeks.

help the division obtain the 50 qualified

Members of the engineering commit
tee, in addition to those listed previously
in Defense, are Elwood Horton, New
York City: Mr. McCrell, New York City;
H. G. Crockett. New York City; R. K.
Blanchard. American Society of Me
chanical Engineers: Dr. M. Ittner, Jer
sey City. N. J.. and Charles H. Cogan,

engineers immediately.

American Society of

spreading defense work.

To supplement present force
Members of the committee agreed to
This staff will

supplement engineering forces already
maintained by the division in Washing

★

ton and in the field, visiting communities
vision of OPM finds that severe unem

Texts of all official notices of OEM

agencies, as printed in the Federal Reg
ister, are carried In the weekly Supple
ment of Defense.

Electrical Engi

neers.

★

*

or whole industries where the Labor Di

TEXTS OF ORDERS

k CO

the organization meeting of the engi
neering advisory committee he estab
lished the previous week to assist the di
vision In speeding up defense production
and relieving priorities unemployment by

Maritime Commission with recommenda
tions that suitable defense orders bs

The Supplement will

be mailed to any paid subscriber of
Defense, on request to the Distribution
Section, Division of Information, OEM.

OFFICE

ployment exists or is threatened due to
shortage of material for nondefense
work.

Cases in which the engineers find that
plants can be converted to defense pro

MATS OF CHARTS
Mats of the pictorial statistics ap
pearing weekly on the cover of Defense
are available in newspaper-column size,
on request to Distribution Section, Di

duction will be certified to the War and

vision of Information. Office for Emer

Navy Departments and the United States

gency Management. Washington. D. C.

FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Wayne Cot, Ltaison Officer

Centkal AommsTRATTVE Sesvices : Dallas Dort,

can Affairs: Nelson BockeleUer, Coordi

Director.

DSFXHSE Aid Reports Division : MaJ. Gen.
James H. Burns, Szecutive Officer.
Defense

OfncE OF the Cookdinatob or Intee-Amiuii-

Couuunications

Boabo:

nator.

Office or Defense Health and Welfare Serv

James

ices: Paul V. McNutt, Director.

Peoduction

Office of Price Administkation ; Leon Hen

Defense Housma DmsiOH: C. F. Palmer,

derson, Administrator.

Consumer Division: In charge of Harriet

Coordinator.

Elliott. Associate OPA Administrator.
Director.

BUFPLT PRIORmES AND ALLOCATIONS BoARD:

The Vice President of the tJnlted States,
National Dcfknsb Mediation Board: Wm. H.
Davis, Chairmart.

Chairman;

Opficb or Scientific Research and Develop

Sidney

Donald M.

Nelson. Executive

Director; The Secretary of War; The Secre
tary ol the Navy: William S. Knudsen;

ment: Dr. Vannevar Buab. Director.
CmuAN

ItaOuardia, Director.

Defense:

Florello

RUlmas;

Harry

Hopkins;

Leon

Henderson.
H.

PuECHASES Division:

W.

H.

Harrison.

Douglas

C.

Mac-

Keachle, Director.

INFORMATIOH Dtviston: Robert W. Horton,

or

Division:

Director.

Lavnecce Fly. Chairman.

OmcE

Office of Peoduction Manag83csnt:

William S. Knudsen. Director General,
Sidney Hlllman, Associate i>irector General.
Secretary. Herbert Emmerich,
General Counsel, John Lord O'Brian.

Priorities

Division:

Donald

M.

Nelson,

Director.

Materiai.9 Division:

William L. Batt,

Director.

Civilian

Sdpplt Division:

Leon Hender

son, Director.

Contract DisTRistrnoN Division: Floyd B.
Odium, Director.

Labor Division: Sidney Hlllman, Director,
Research and Statistics Buseau: Stacy
May. Chief.
Bureau of Clearance of Defense Industry

TIunspobtation

DmsioN of the Acvisokt

Commission: Ralph Budd, Commissioner.

ADvisatsY CoMMrmxs: Sidney J. Wein-

berg, Chief.
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